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Overtime Champs

Cham ber of C om m erce U rges C itizens To W rite
To M aine C ongressional D elegation

origin early yesterday, with all its
contents.

Thom aston Girls B ring Home th e Bacon A fter
Filling B a sk ets W ith M any E ggs

The building had recently

A year ago the War Department | As an ice breaker, the Kickapoo Is
About 150 members of the Maine
Included in the reports of Wed
ordered
the Kickapoo out of com- j superior to any boat available. Her
D.A.R. with their guests of honor nesday were the announcement of a
mission and signified th at she was to , draft is such th at she can break out
were
present
at
th
e
banquet
at
the
gift
of
two
footstools
and
a
ladderwhose family was to occupy it within
be replaced with a 125-foot patrol the docks along the bay and river
DeWitt hotel which closed the first back chair, all from Elizabeth Wads
boat. Through the efforts of our and she is easy to handle ln close
March 17. 1887.
i a few days. The fire was discovered day of the annual S tate conference worth Chapter of Portland, from the
N ot only did th e scoring, with Miss Knight of Liver- Senators and Congressmen, backed quarters. In this respect she is
I
Maine
room
in
Continental
hall
and
in
Lewiston
Wednesday.
■ t * * * « . « . * * * * * * * * * i t by Claude Heald, whose home is half
T h o m a s t o n H ig h more Falls only one point behind. by the local Chamber of Commerce, ideal for getting around vessels that
Mrs. William Russell Magna, hon ■the appeal for supporting member
a mile distant, and the Lincolnville
♦
America was the first nation
the Bangor Chamber of Commerce are frozen ln and in maneuvering
School girls w in the The summary:
orary president general was the guest ships in the Knox Memorial Associa♦ to question th at the poor must
fire department and a truck from
Thomaston: Johnson rf, Condon and business interests on Penobscot through crooked, narrow reaches in
championship
in
the
speaker. Called the "flying presi , tion. There were 3000 paid visitors
be always with us. —Herbert
Camden were called. Firemen saved dent general" during her administra ■to Montpelier last year.
seventh State to u rn a  If, Felt cf, Coates eg. Jack lg. B rad Bay and River, a reversal of t h a t ' the river and around the islands. So
♦
H o o ver.
order was obtained and the Kickapoo far she has never failed to carry out
m ent
at
L iverm ore lee rg.
! the shed and barn.
Miss Bertha Longfellow of Machias J
tion because of her propensity for
at ••• ••• ■♦«•••••••••••••••••• «•»«••••••••
Mechanic Falls: Clark rf, Hobbs rf, remained a t her station.
her assignment.
Falls
hut
'the
team
traveling by air, she told of some of reported that 32 chapters have con
Knight If, K night cf, Davis eg,
Now she is again ordered decom- | If we have to depend on a 125-foot
gained
further
cred
it
her experiences in her coast trips tributed to the student loan fund.
for Knox C ounty w hen Strout rg, Bridgham rg, Morton lg. missioned. The 125-foot patrol boat patrol boat to do the ice breaking, the
, and several young people have re
and also of lesser journeys.
Score, Thomaston 32, Mechanic Travis is to take her place and the Penobscot will be closed to navlgathree of its m em bers
CITIZENS OF ROCKLAND
Some of them were humorous, and paid the money they borrowed to
Falls 29 Goals from the floor, Jo h n  Ossipee which has been stationed in tion from Dec. 15 to March 1. . The
w
ere
selected
for
the
others would have been hair-raising finish their own education. Out
A ll-T ournam ent team , son 7, Condon 1, Pelt 5, Clark 4, Portland Is to be replaced by a ship I islands are dependent on boat service
to anyone less enthusiastic over fly standing in loans at present is $2090.
In line with the proclamation issued by Ilk Excellency,
the lineup of w hich is Hobbs 1, Knight 2. Knight (cf) 7. of the Algonquin type. T hat means for communication with the maining, particularly the trip in which the
Goals from fouls, Johnson 2, Con that we will have to depend upon i land and during hard winters may be
Governor Lewis O. Barrows, declaring the week of March 21 to
here given.
pilot showed Mrs. Magna how coyotes
don 1, Felt 3, Knight 1. Referees, one ice breaker for the entire District ] cut off entirely. This has happened
SAVILLE
RESIGNS
March 27, as an occasion when the people of Maine should render
were hunted from the air. She con
te break ice when she is free from . before and can happen again.
Brewer and McCall.
moral and financial support to the work of the Woman's Field
Helmi
Johnson,
rf,
Thomas
vulsed her audience when she told
During the last five years the
Thomaston
►
.............
16
22
26
32
Former
Rockland
Boy
Quits
patrol
duty.
Army in its work against cancer, I hereby urge the people of
ton.
of rushing around an airport, garbed
number
of ocean going freighters
The
reason
given
for
the
retire
Mechanic
Falls
........
10
19
27
29
Rockland to co-operate in every way possible in the most praise
Teddy Clark, If, Mechanic
Position As State Ord
in an evening gown, and her presi
coming to Penobscot Bay and River
ment
of
the
Kickapoo
is
th
at
she
is
worthy undertaking,
Falls.
dent general's ribbon, trying to char
nance Officer
obsolete and worn out. In reply to ports has been steadily Increasing.
Thomaston 39, Jay 35
LEFOREST A. THURSTON, Mayor.
Marion Felt, If. Thomaston.
ter an airplane, when the regular
If we can keep adequate ice break
Joan Fournier, c, Jay.
The Lewiston Sun had the follow that we can point out th a t so far
Several changes in the Maine Na- j
plane proved to be too late to get
ing service this traffic will continue
as
design
is
concerned
she
may
be
<IS-M
ing to say about the final game,
Priscilla Brochu, sc, Jay.
her to the banquet where she was to tional Guard were announced in spe
to increase and our harbors may at
considered
obsolete,
as
she
has
never
Dorothy Dunn, rg, Livermore
which brought to the Knox County
speak. Her hearers were no less cial orders from the office of the
conformed to any accepted design. tain a place of Importance. People
school the proud distinction which
Falls.
amused when she told of being ar
She was rebuilt as an ice breaker in other sections of the country are
comes with a S tate championship:
Marion Jack, lg, Thomaston.
Three-Act Com edy “LET’S G O SO M EW H ERE”
rayed in a weather proof suit, and
not Interested whether we advance
Thomaston, favored to walk away about 10 years ago at the request of
THURSDAY, MARCH 25—7.30 P. M.
greeted her on her arrival by all the
or not: what we get we will have to
Senator
Hale.
Her
record
refutes
FRIENDSHIP PLAY HOUSE
with the girls basketball two court
Thomaston 31, Presque Isle 23
dignitaries of the town which was
any statement about being worn out. hold by our own efforts.
Benefit of the Friendship High School
her destination.
The tournament opened Friday tournament, was forced to go three
The people of this section worked
In 1934 6he underwent r. general
Admisison: Children 15c, Adults 25c
34-35
Mrs. Magna also told of her ex
with Thomaston showing a good overtimes to defeat Jay 39 to 35 for overhauling at a cost of approxi for 25 years to obtain Ice breaking
periences last year in accompanysized margin over the Aroostook the title. T he two teams, tired out mately $43,000 and at the present service and it has only been since
| ing the girls who visited Washington j
County entry Presque Isle. Johnson but still fighting, went through the time is in excellent condition. Dur- the Kickapoo has been stationed here
on the Good Citizenship pilgrimage. I
and Condon each made six goals , first overtime to a 35 all tie, and the ing the winter of 1933-1934 she spent under the present command that
from the floor, but the former took second three mlnute
fallde 10 104 days out of 121 breaking ice , these efforts have been rewarded,
Mrs Magna herself instituted this
the lead in point getting by scoring , ProdU(* scores' T™ shote in raP‘d without having to come 'n for re- 1Now, by a short concise order th a t
pilgrimage, and said it was a con
succession by Condon in the closing pairs, while other bnats assigned to service can be taken away. All that
clusive answer to the question, ,
four times on fouls.
"What do the Daughters of the
Thomaston took a long lead in the minute of the third overtime gave the same work in this coast were . has been accomplished will be lost
American Revolution do?” The so
first period, but gained only one in the game to the Thomaston lassies damaged by the ice. During that and it will be a long time before it is
ciety was primarily started for pathe second. The Knoxonians were In the consolation game. Livermore winter the Kickapoo and Otsipee to- regained if ever. A reversal of the
outscored in the third and fourth jPalls defeated Mechanic Falls 34 to gether were unable to keep the Maine ! order will not be as easily obtained as
j triotic education, and sending a
■group of high school girls to Washrivers and harbors <pen ar d a third it was last year.
periods, but thanks to those 14 27.
The final game drew the largest boat was sent to work easi cf the
I ington annually is far more educaWe have Congressman’s Brewsters
points scored in the opening stanza
Long the ideal of the progressive Insurance Coun
crowd in the history of the tourna Penobscot.
word for this. Our only hope is in
. tlonal than anything contained in a
were never in danger.
ments. The crowd at last Saturday s
This third boat proved useless ln j having every Interested citizen write
selor has at last materialized, also if an out of control
school curriculum.
The summary:
game set new records, and these were conditions encountered a t th a t tim e., a strong, urgent letter to our SenaThe
speaker
said
the
DA
R.
needs
Thomaston
High:
Johnson.
rf,v
automobile happens to crash through the wall of your
broken here tonight.
Last spring the Kickapoo covered tors and Congressmen. We urge you
more young women in its memberCondon If, Felt cf, Coates eg, Jack rg,
The game itself also set a record, herself and crew with glory by break- i te do this at once, as time is short.
house, an aircraft in a tailspin drop through the roof,
ship. "But.” she said, “the young
Bradlee lg.
j people won’t join until the chapters
Presque Isle: Nightingale rf. Kil- being the longest tn the history ot Ing the Ice jam abreast of Bangor, | Your letter does not have to be
or one of our lordly elms fanned by a gentle (? )
stop reading the minutes of the last Adjutant General, Wednesday, in eollins If, Hayes if, Cody cf. Moreau the tournaments. Besides the regu this relieving th at city of a certain written on a typewriter or initialed
zephyr should lay down across your roof creating a
lar playing time, the girls were forced flood At the same time the Ossipee by a secretary. Should you need
I meeting, and giving stereotyped re
cluding the resignation of Major Cg. Dyer rg. Mosher lg. Willette lg. to stay on the polished court for three
attempted to break through the Jam any information about addresses or
valley therein which would occasion discouraged
ports.
Score. Thomaston 31. Presque Isle
Richard F. Saville of Rockland as
overtime periods before the winner in the Kennebec, became damaged, other details, call the Secretary of
23.
Goals
from
the
floor,
Condon
6,
shake of the head of the contractor and the remark,
A tense moment In tne evening's State Ordnance Officer and the ap 
of the game was determined.
and had to retire without doing any the Chamber of Commerce and she
j program was th a t in which Mrs. pointment of Major John F. Choate Johnson 6 Nightingale 4, Hayes 1,
“ It’s all out of plumb, the cheapest way to repair is
That the game was tiring the girls good, it is said. As a result of her , will be only too glad to assist you.
Cody
5.
Goals
from
fouls,
Johnson
Magna drew from a box the name of of Waterville to succeed him. The
was evident in the last period when failure, considerable damage was done
John M. Pomeroy,
to rebuild."
the girl who will represent Maine in post ln a full time position and Major 4, Condon 2, Felt 1, Hayes 1, Cody
the girls were missing plenty of shots. along the Kennebec that might have
President of the Rockland Cham
2.
Referees,
McCall
and
Wotton.
1the pilgrimage this year Mrs. Harry Choate's office is in the Ordnance
ber of Commerce.
The summary:
been diverted.
Your fire policy will provide relief,— if you have
■J. Carroll of Rumford, read the warehouse and repair shop at Camp Thomaston ............. 14 17 24 31
Thomaston: Johnson rf, Condon If,
Presque Isle ............. 4 6 14 23
inames of the chapters and their can Keyes.
ordered it improved by Additional Hazards Supple
Felt cf, Coates cg. Jack rg Bradlee lg.
didates, from which Mrs. Magna
Major Choate, who is 2d battalion
| Jay: Labrecque rf, Longley If,
mental Contract. This policy improvement provided
drew the name of Oenevieve Bradlee commander in the 152d Field A rtil
Thomaston 32, Mechanic Falls 29 | Fournier cf. Brochee cg. Murphy cg.
j of Thomaston. She will accompany lery. will retain his status in that
at small additional cost. Time marches on— Let’s
Advancing into the semi-finals Hamel rg. Farnham rg, Bennedette
the State regent to Washington when regiment. He is a Past Department
keep in step.
Saturday Thomaston High won by lg. Hill lg.
the Continental Congress meets in Commander of the American Legion vinue
# brinjant jMt period
Goals from the floor Johnson 12,
j April.
who was twice a candidate for shcrlfl Livermore Falls carried the fight in Condon 2 Felt 4, Labrecque 4, LongJ Mrs. Eva Morgan of Saco was of Kennebec County.
| the next two periods and was leading ley 4. Fournier 7. Goals from fouls,
) elected State vice regent at the aftMajor Saville, who was formerly |
27 to 26 when the last act began. In Johnson 1, Condon 2, Felt 4. Long' ernoon session, to succeed Miss K ath commanding officer of Battery E oi
that period Thomaston scored six ley 2, Fournier 3. Referees, Wotton
SPECIALISTS
erine Marshall of York, who recently the 240th Coast Artillery, came to points, while Livermore Falls was
The monthly meeting of the Exe communicate with the president if
and McCall.
FIRE INSURANCE
planning to attend.
Jresigned because of illness. Mrs Augusta in 1934 to succeed Lieutenant
held by the strong defense to only Thomaston .. . 12 16 22 31 35 35 39 cutive Board of the Federated G ar
Mrs. Beverage gave a brief report
Morgan, who is an attorney, has for Colonel Charles W. Savage as State
two tallies. Miss Johnson led in the Jay .................
TEL. 98
8 19 21 31 35 35 35 den Clubs of Maine was held Friday
4 2 5 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
of progress in junior club work, tell
I some time been parliamentarian for Ordnance Officer, when the latter be
afternoon in the attractive Tower ing particularly of the club a t
the society and is recognized as an came U. S. Property and Disbursing
Room
of the new Community Build- corinna where notably good work is
authority in parliamentary procedure. Officer for Maine, succeeding Lieut.
ing. Officials from various sections being done by young children. Junior
She has held National chairmanships Col. Roy E. Decker of Milo.—Kenne
of the State were augmented by a clubs now functioning are a t Bath,
in the D A R . and for two years she bec Journal.
South Portland, Augusta and Co
has had charge of publicity for the
goodly representation from the gar
rinna. Mrs. Hodgdon presented the
State society.
den clubs of Camden, Rockport, Bel the report for the Bath junior club.
Few who w rit* to the newspa
The name of Miss Margaret Mc
fast. Rockland, and other adjacent
per realize that th irty lines w ill
Mrs. Woods called attention to the
Ilroy a member of Mary Dillingham
secure a hundred readers, while
towns. State officers present were: Sesquicentennial of the Constitution
chapter was presented as a candi
half a column secures one.
Mrs Fred S. Woods of Portland, of the United States (1787-1937) in
date for vice regent in 1938
president; Mrs. Harrie B. Coe of connection with which the American
Abolition of the September election [industrial education was reduced 20 Portland, corresponding secretary;
Tree Association is urging the plant
with an estimated saving of $10,000 . percent by another.
Mrs. Perry Bryne of Damariscotta, a ing of trees, particularly by garden
ROCKLAND COM M UNITY BUILDING
annually was recommended Thursday
SCHOOL OF
Included in the Lewiston Journal's vice president; Mrs. Clarence Bever clubs, individually, in groups, for
by Senators Willey and Femald. both chatty items about legislators, the age of Augusta, junior nature work; colleges and schools, civic Interest,
UNCLE SETH ’S R A D IO HILL BILLIES
Mrs. W. R. Pattangall of Augusta, etc. The proposition of the State
Republicans, before the Legislative other day, was this one concerning
chairman legislation; Mrs. E. Stew Federation planting a tree at Capitol
STAGE SHOW BLUEBERRY PIE EATING CONTEST BEANO
Senator
Burkett
and
son:
Appropriations-Economy Committee.
‘There have been fathers and sons art Orbeton of West Rockport, Mrs. Park, Augusta, as a part of this ob
MADAME HARD BREEDER
PRIZES
A Ibill seeking the same end was de
Sponsored by Central Maine Power Co.
in the Legislature together in the past, Ralph Griffin of Damariscotta, and servance, was discussed.
Benefit Community Building—Sponsored By Lions Club
feated recently in the House and now but tt is a question if there has been Mrs. William B. Hay of Portland,
Everett E. Greaton of the Maine
Is before the Senate. It was intro another such record as th at which directors.
SOMETHING DOING FROM 7 TO 1
Development
Commission
spoke
Mrs. Woods presiding wielded a i briefly on the O. R. Nylander pro
duced
by
Representative
Florence
has
been
established
by
Senator
Fred
BUY YOUR TICKET NOW'!
E. Burkett of Knox County and his gavel, just presented to her, made ject at Caribou. In explanation, Mr.
Thurston <D) of Bethel.
son,
Attorney General Franz U. Bur from an old apple tree on the estate Nylander has made a notabIe cotlec
»t • «
of Sir William Phipps (1651-1695) oi Uon of now„ and shrubSi rock for.
A favorable majority committee kett Both came to the Legislature as Phippsburg
matlons, Insect life, etc., all practlcalH -+4M(-4-++*4-*4-**4-+4-4-*+4-4-***4-**4--i--i-4-*:-4-4-4-*4-4--:<4-*4-‘i-*4-4-*-i-4-4‘
report on a bill legalizing Sunday
(Continued on Page Four)
The chairman of legislation gave ,y {rom Aroostook Countyi aithough
moving pictures will be presented to
a comprehensive report of legislative I______________________________ _
IN MRS. BIRD'S HONOR
the Legislature, legislative sources
matters pertaining to dum ping'
(Continued on Page Four)
said.
grounds for old cars, conservation o f !
Another favorable majority report
Mrs. George S Williams o ' 24 rhododendron, azalea and mountain
W e Are M aking T h is
on a bill legalizing Sunday amateur Stone street, Augusta entertained at laurel in this State, roadside signs, j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
an enjoyable tea Thursday afternoon etc. An Interesting report was also j If I had my life to live again I would
sports also will be made.
SPECIAL OFFER
made a rule to read some poetry
"Legislation Inexpedient" was said at her home in honor of Mrs. Alan L. given regarding the Knox Arboretum , have
and listen to some music at least once
to
be
the
report
to
be
made
on
a
bill
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
Bird
of
Rockland.
Mrs.
Bird
Is
the
being
taken
overby
the
State.
Conser
Our Regular
legalizing beano games conducted for wife of Representative Bird. Lovely vation Week. May 3-10, was stressed toss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
the benefit of charitable, educational, spring flowers were used throughout and attention called to the Con
TO MY BOOKS
fraternal, patriotic, religious or vet the home and the tea tabic was deco servation booklet ready for distribu Silent companions of the lonely hour.
eran organizations.
rated with a large bouquet of white tion. In this matter particular a t Friends who can never alter or forsake.
Who for Inconstant roving have no
The Education Committee, consid tulips and narcissus with glowing tention is directed to the schools, to
Steam O il PERM ANENT W ave
power,
ering a $1,750,000 education bill, was tapers. Those who poured were Mrs which Commissioner of Education, And all neglect, perforce, must calmly
take.
With INDIVIDUAL HAIR DRESS
described as not in agreement on a Lewis O Barrows, Mrs. Leroy F. Hus Dr. Bertram Packard, will make Let me return to YOU: this turmoil
Most Suited To Your Type
report.
sey, Mrs. William Payson Vlles, Mrs. distribution, instructing teachers to Whichending
worldly cares have ln my spirit
Local
option
would
be
permitted
Hopt Haynes Wheeler and Miss Mar make proper observance of the week.
wrought,
For $5.00
Demonstration By
And,
o'er
your old familiar pages bend
Together with this •Ad”
An outstanding feature of Conser
under the Sunday sports and Sunday guerite Brooks. Those who assisted
ing.
CARRIE WILLIAMS FOW LER
moving picture bills.
with the serving were Mrs. Frederick vation Week will be the S hort Course Refresh my mind with many a tranquil
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND. 826, FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
thought;
• • • •
G. Payne, Mrs. Samuel Titcomb, Mrs, in Gardening at University of Maine, Till, haply meeting there, from time to
EVENINGS IF DESIRED
time.
Gov. Barrows Thursday signed 27 Arthur F. Tiffin, Mrs. Thomas G or Orono, May 7-8, when authorities Fancies,
the audible echo of my own.
legislative bills and resolves, among ham, Mrs. John S Everett, Mrs. Rob will lecture and demonstrate on Twill be like hearing In a foreign clime
My
native
language epoke ln friendly
them a bill changing the legal num ert A Cony, Mrs. Daniel J Rice. Mrs, many practical and pertinent sub
tone,
jects
pertaining
to
gardening.
Mem
POSTPONED FROM MARCH 16
And with a sort of welcome I shall dwell
ber of rounds in boxing exhibitions Everett H. Maxey, Mrs. Charles P.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
286 MAIN STREET,
On these, my unripe muslngs, told so
EVERYBODY WELCOME
ALL FOOD GIVEN AWAY
Nelson, Mrs. Jane Gilman Carr and bers of the various garden clubs are
from six to ten.
well.
- Caroline Norton
urged
to
attend
this
course
and
to
The State subsidy for physical and Mrs James L. Reid,
b
renovator! bv C lavtnn P a c k ard
Deen
D> Viayum racKara,
. . . .
.. . . . .

EXPLOSION DAMAGE
INSURANCE

FEDERATED GARDEN CLUBS

E xecutive B oard M eeting In This City W ell
A ttended— M any M atters D iscussed

E. C. MORAN COMPANY

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

P etitions To R educe Increased B eer Tax F ailed
To H ave R equired S ignatu res

Easter Ball

TUESDAY NIGHT, MARCH 3 0

ELECTRIC COOKERY

EASTER A N D LENTEN SPECIALS

UNTIL EASTER
$8

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

UNIVERSALIST VESTRY
TU ESD A Y , MARCH 2 3 - 2 O’CLOCK
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Seek good, and not evil, that ye
may live. —Amos 5:14.

INSIDE NEWS FROM
THE N A TIO N ’S CAPITOL

St. George Mourns Passing
Of Valued Citizen— Many
At the Funeral

Club was held Thursday during
activity period with Miss Nichols as
advisor. These officers were elected:
(By the Pupils)
’ President, R uth Seabury; vice presi
dent. June Chatto; secretary, Donald
Fogg; treasurer, Richard S. Brown.
John E. Hines, play actor, gave us Further plans for the development
a taste of real Broadway talent Wed- of the club will be taken up a t the
nesday afternoon at a special assemb- next meeting.
• • • •
1> Without the help of scenery rnakeThese officers were elected in the
up. or supporting cast, he gave T. W.
Robertson's charming comedy of Hobby Club, devoted to scrapbooks
love and honour. "David Garrick;' and pictures, with Miss Tapley as
based on the famous 18th century adviser. President, Gerry Norton;
actor's life. With faultless inflection vice president, Betty Munro; secre
and gestures, a group of characters tary. Barbara La Salle. T he next
ranging from a cranky old man to a meeting will be devoted to talks and
' fresh young ingenue, were brought to projects.
•• ••
individual life. All stage directions,
The Stam p Club met in Room 22
settings and characters had. of
course, to be described by Mr. Hines, with Miss Browne as adviser. Roger
tu t so realistic’y was it carrie 1 out Conant was elected President and
mat most of us forgot th at there ! £tanle>' Murray, treasurer. I t was
was only one man on an empty stage agreed th a t they should discuss the
and seemed to see all the pageantry of Columbian Issue at the next meeting.
• •••
18th century life. Of course "David
Accepting Manager Thom as C.
Garrick'' goes through a duel and
Stone's invitation to Open House, the
wins a hard-hearted fr>thc-'a affection before he wi is the girl, l u t in physics class accompanied by Mr.
Burrell, visited the telephone offices
Jthis case the aitor, not the "play's
Wednesday. Also a Junior business
the. . thing
„
,
,
, ...
, training class, accompanied by Miss.
Mr. Hines has played with such ,
6,
j
.
....
Joy. took advantage of the opporartists as Otis Skinner and Maude
Adams, and is famous for his dram a- ! tunity. and both groups were fascinaed by the displays and especially the
tizations.
This assembly was fifth in a series j teletypewriter.

Evcry-Othcr-Day

A t T he H igh S ch ool |

E a ster S p e c ia l
DRY CLEANING SALE

_____
The sorrow which St. George residents feel over the demise of their
' esteemed fellow townsman, William
•'Our courts are the balanceBurnt fingers: As previously pre- j increased pay for C. I. O. unionists. Thomas Hocking, was eloquently
wheel of our whole constitutional
system; and ours is the only con 1dieted in this column, proponents of The bill for it all will be footed by manifested Thursday afternoon when
the funeral services were attended by
the Supreme Court shake-up havethe »reat middle class and the farm stitutional system so balanced and
.
.
, I ing population. Look for a sharp turn such a large number of friends that
controlled. Other constitutional
dropped the strategy of attacking
. . . . . .
j .
...
the Lewis drive on the part the Tenant's Harbor Baptist Church
systems lack complete poise and I the justices on the basis of their“ i| against
01 these elements of public opinion,
was filled to overflowing, the gathercertainty of operation because they
j age. The President hardly men-1 Shrewd politicos believe th at the ing being augmented by many associlack the support and interpreta
I tioned the m atter In his two recent ultimate result of it will be that ates of the deceased superintendent.
tion of authoritative, indisputable
One-Piece
lireslde chats.
President Roosevelt will either have Aho came from distant points. Elocourts of law . . .
The
reason
is
th
a
t
this
line
of
atic
repudiate
John
L.
Lewis,
or
meet
quent,
also,
was
the
great
profusion
“The cotistitutional powers of the
tack wasn't clicking. In the first with public repudiation himself in Of florai tributes,
courts constitute the ultimate safe
place, it alienated millions of elderly J the 1938 Congressional elections.
The officiating clergymen were Rev
guard alike of individual privilege
people the nation over, In the I New issues: Smart GOP schemers Perley Miller and Rev. J. Newell
and governmental prerogative. It
second, the whole idea was too are quietly preparing a new issue for Smith. The active bearers were
is in this sense th a t our judiciary
patently borrowed from the com- thp J938 e]ections strangeiy enough. Joseph T. Simmons. Edward Bickis the balance-wheel of our entire
raunists. I t was radical magazines (he npw issue
prOjected t0 more. Wallace McLaughlin and Orris
system; it is meant to maintain
that first started the branding of bring about ngw aIignment of poli. Holbrook. The honorary bearers were
that nice adjustment between indi
Supreme Court justices as “fossils.'' tical classes—a united front of Jchn J Meehan of New York and
vidual rights and governmental
The Supreme Court packers also farmers mjdd]e ciass, and reliefers Philadelphia, representing the Clark
powers which constitutes political got their fingers burned with the
against the New Deal.
I Island Granite Co.; James J. Tobin
liberty '
strategy of claiming the Court is
The
reasoning
back
of
it
is
th
is
:,
of the Granite Manufacturers; ManWoodrow Wilson.
congested. In his fireside chaU. the
reliefers are becoming the real ford Humphrey of the St. George
resi ent in icate
e is rop f0rg0tten men 0{ this era of reviving Granite Co., Edward Mollison of the
TELEPHONE 170
pmg side issues and is attacking the
i(v Thp Npw Dpa, is doing Oak Hill O ran iu Co . Belfast, and the
MADE DEAN'S
LIST
_____
High Tribunal on the sole issue th at nQthing ’ to
prpatp employment foUowing men who were associated
FREE COLLECTION AN D DELIVERY
Tk
R n rV la n rl R n v « W h o ? oesl“ * e lts e('1''10ns n simp e Rathpr it sits in on sit-down strikes with Mr. Hocking as directors of the
Three
Rockland Boys
W h o language. h e s making it a case o f , wh|ch
emp]oymenL Whjlp Knox Ccunty Trus; Co, J c. Creigh- of six given throughout the year by
a
LI
Ai n
I
u e s ir o y
e m p lo y m e n t,
w n iie
^ :.ua v tu u ij hual vu.. j v vic.su - “•
............... talking pictures. “Busybody"
B a7 e ! c X e
« .
: f.H .l.rs are f.rusghng ui ke.p body »
C h a ,:,.
D a t e s L O I le g e
___ ,j_ _ . . _ ____ I and soul together on an average Intcsh, Elmer B. Crockett. A. C. Me- of Boston.
chinery, and "Magic vs. Science"
th a t the President is paraphrasing
17 LIMEROCK ST.
RO CK LAND
T E L 170
grant of $50 a month, Lewis' u n io n -, Leon. Morris B. Perry, and M R
' have been shown in Mr. DurreU's
Robert Dolham, Division 8-3, is a ,
Three students from Rockland have , the old saw about "love me, love my
ists are putting through strikes which Pillsbury. Interment was in the TenScience
classes
this
week.
patient a t the Knox Hospital.
attained the D eans list for the first dog. His stand is "love me. hate the
• • • •
result in higher prices—thus, further a n ts Harbor cemetery,
• • • •
semester at Bates College, according nine old men."
Questionnaires called “T he Adimpoverishing those on relief.
Mr. Hockir.g was born in Cornwall.
The seniors are having sfx weeks
to announcement by President Gray
Discomfiture: Everyone knows that
The reasoning may not be sound. Eng Sept. 20. 1873. At the age oi I of work in safety in their regular justment Inventory" have been filled
in the Chapel this morning. They
the depths of his being senator critics say that reliefers are "wed- nine he. with his parents, crocked the course of Problems of Democracy cut by the freshman this week.
are Nicholas R Pellicane and James Joe R ^ in so n is a stand-pat con- i ded - to the New Deal, out of grati- Atlantic to settle in the town of St. with Miss deRochemont instructing.
****
V. Pellicane, brothers, and Wilbur C servative. The whole New Deal has tude for past favors. But, on the George. He served his apprenticeship using the text "Man and The Motor
Yesterday afternoon, the R. H. 6.
Connon.
j
a titte r pill for him to swallow. other hand, it isargued th at men on as a granite worker at an early age Car." Each pupil is preparing a noteneKative debating team, coached by
Nicholas Pellicane a senior, is g u t out of his peculiarly intense the dole are acutelysensitive
to the with the J. C. Regers Granite Co. book or project including an essay; Miss Additon- went to Woodfords to
president of the Lawrence Chemical loyalty
his "Chief," Joe has swal- fact th a t they are being left out of which firm upon recognizing his keen problems about driving, studies of debate Deering High's team in the
.. «Insiders
••
<
........ a,
_. *from
__
°
. —
— ••
_
Society, nryrl
and an member of tbn
the Ctlldon'
Studen; .jowed• it.
know
that
the more abundant life planned by , ability to understand men as well as the highway traffic problems, use of cvening in the Bates College De
Council. Majoring in chemistry, he ; the start his heart was not in the the Roosevelt-Lewis regime.
; work scon promoted him to foreman- highways, rules for pedestrians, kiating League. Students from Rockis a candidate for a B. S. degree. He supreme Court fight. His lack of
No unemployed who has tried to ship.
operation of vehicles, rules for pass- I^nd making the trip were Doris
is advertising manager of the Stu- relish for the President s "reorgani- break into a job in a closed shop
Later he was called by the Arthur ing. rights of way, speed regulations. Borgerson. Frank Steeves and How
dent, undergraduate campus newspa- zation" program probably accounts industry looks with favor upon the McMullen Co. of New York and wa- turning, backing, and parking of ard Perry accompanied by Mr. Mc
This is the time of year when it is most im
per. In basketball Pellicane has j for his irritation with those who do C.I.O. S efforts to create a labor designated to superintend granite cut- cars, traffic arteries, alley, street Carty.
portant that your home be properly heated.
made the all-college team for the not approve of the Court "pack” monopoly. GOP strategists believe ting operations for the beautiful car, and miscellaneous rules, emerThe R. H. S. affirmative debating
By ordering
past three years
i plan.
tliey can convince youth, as well as granite bridge between East Hartford gency vehicles, equipment of vehicles team debated Lincoln Academy here
A T T
CONE CLEANED
His brother. James, a member of | The Senator's worst peeve con- reliefers, that a universal closed shop and Hartford. Conn., the completion and general regulations. Later they yesterday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock on
the class of 1940. is a candidate for a cerns those humble American citi- would close the door of opportunity of which required five years.
expect to have practical application the question: “Resolved th a t all
B. S. Degree. He prepared for Bates zens who dare to exercise their right to them.
electric utilities should be govemFor several years he served as super- under supervision.
at Rockland High School where he to advise their Congressmen to vote
-----------------ir.tendent in various other places, such
There is only one other High mentally owned and operated."
you will avoid the risks and discomforts that
was a member of the National Honor against the plan. Mr. Robinson has
CAMDEN WAS HOST
as the McMullen Co. of Rockland. School in the state taking this sub- Speakers were Harold Dondis and
Society and class treasurer. He was been defending the position th a t it is
are caused by a cold home, and due to its
Inez
Bowley.
Judges
were
Judge
------, Hail's Quarry, and bridge construe- ject.‘
football manager for two years and "unfair” for editors to ask their
Dwinal and Supt. Lord of Camden,
• • • •
"all weather" qualities, D. & H. Anthracite
a forward on the basketball team for readers to fill out “hands off the To Knox County American “ oa in New York and Pennsylvania
A St. Patrick's tea was given in the and Supt. Rowe of Warren.
He finally returned to St. George and
insures healthful dryness and warmth in your
three He won his letter in winter Supreme Court" blanks.
Legion Council — Com j began work on a private basis but McLain Building by. the Second
home until real Spring arrives.
At the faculty meeting Monday,
sports in his senior year. This winter
Especial object of his ire has been
was soon asked to take over the then Period Domestic Science class Friday
mander
Southard
Present
presided
over
by
Principal
Blaisdell,
he was a member of the freshman Rev. Gerald B. Winrod. Kansas
_____
afternoon to parents and friends of
Order a ton today!
. new quarry of John C. Meehan &
Nathalie Edwards Miss S tahl reviewed two articles by
basketball squad.
' editor of religious magazines, who
An even hundred Legionnaires at- Sons of Philadelphia, in Clark Island. the students.
Carol
Hovious.
“What
Should
Be
Connon. a freshman, has won his had his readers fill out and mail. ended Thursday nights meeting of Starting this work 18 years ago with poured, and the hostesses were Margaret McMillan and Dorothy Brewer; Done About Reading in Secondary
numerals in football. He is majoring within a period of a few days, some
Knnv
fram rii
>h.
in Historv and is a candidate for an 500.000 "hands off the Court" slips, i he Knox Count> Councl1 of the only a few men under his efficient, waitresses. Barbara Melcher and Schools,” and "Some Classroom
A. B. degree He prepared for Bates Senator Joe read in the Senate American Legion which was held with thorough and yet kindly direction it Ruth Sukeforth; kitchen maids, Lin- Procedures in the Teaching of Read
was destined to become one of the
me Rivers and Kathryn Dean. The ln8 in Junior and Senior High
at Rockland High School, where he
letter sent out by the minister. Arej -Heal Post in Camden.
The
largest quarries in the country, at the
menus consisted of cream cheese Schools." These were supplemented
was a member of the track and base- Calling attention to the fact th at it , business session took place in the
; present time employing more than 303
sandwiches with green filling, cup b>' tbe use ° f ber book, “Following
ball teams. This winter he was one uas signed "Yours in Christ. Mr. Legl0n hall, but the supper was served ; men.
519 M AIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Printed Trails," used in teaching
cakes, and tea.
of the stand-outs on the frosh track Robinson said it looked to him like . ;n jjegunticook Grange hall.
or,
ih . Vn wii.» Kian
---------------- ---------------Quoting a prominent 6t. George
team, climaxing a fine season by an aPPeal 01
; John Horton, commander of Arcv- citizen: "We have not cnlv lost a The preliminary games of the class leading.
beating Maine's Ed Mitchell in the | Thereupon. Senator Burke read a I
Tune in Landt Trio and
Miss Nichols reviewed "Reading
Heal Post and John J Kennedy, business man and citizen of the high- tournament are being played. WedCol.
Jim Healey—NBC Red
telegram
from
Rev.
Winrod
advising
Rnox
C3unty
membership
chajrman
Interests
in
the
Junior
H
igh"
toy
I
weight throw two weeks ago.
est calibre but a true town father nesday after school the Juniors and Evangeline Malihow, a report over a
Network, Sundays, S to 2.30.
i th a t he had no connection with the
were the presiding officers.
whose paternal interest in spite of ' Freshmen played, with the Juniors survey she made in a W isconsin'
K K. K. Meanwhile, ministers
Among the speakers were Depart his executive career in the business winning by a score of 32-22: and junior High School.
HONOR FOR LORD
A poem by
throughout the nation are indignantj ly asking if it is a crime, or an evi ment Commander William E. South sphere caused him to go beneath the Thursday the Seniors and Sopho- Ogden Nash “Don'tCry Darling, It's
Brilliant Camden Athlete Is dence of K. K K membership, to ard, Malcolm Stoddard, manager of surface of our town circumstances mores played, with the Sophomores Blood All Right" read by Miss NichAn All Conference (Bas sign a letter with a mention of the the U. S. Veterans’ Facilities at Mr. Hocking had the understanding winning. 28-20. The Juniors were ols was particularly enjoyed,
Tqgus; Rev. Corwin H. Olds. Depart- of our affairs, which probably will coached by Stella Young and the
founder of Christianity.
ketball) Selection
ment Americanization officer; Execu* I never be,replaced, and it was in this freshmen by Lib Till. Those who
A St. Patrick's program was pre
Climax: Conservative journalists tive Committeeman Leslie B. Dyer ol , harness of civic service that his last
Dwight Lord of Camden has been
played for the Freshmen were: sented by the Junior High G irls' Glee
chosen by the coaches of the New are saying th at the attempted as- Vinalhaven; and Hector G. Staples, breath was taken."
Thompson, Bodman. Black, Jones, Ciub a t the Wednesday morning as
He was past patron of Naomi Cuap- i Edwards. Hayes. Bowden. Pendleton. sembly, under the direction of Miss
England Basketball Conference as a sassination of Buron Fitts. Los Department membership chairman
member of All-Conference first team. Angeles District Attorney noted for Mr Stapies reported a very gratify- ter. O £ S . a member of Eureka and Accardi. For the Juniors. Brault Hagar as follows: 'The Life of St.
according to an announcement r e - , "breakIn8 sit-down strikes, is the ing fact_ that the State Department Lodge. F A M., a past noble gra'nd of ; Hatch. Shannon. McConnell. Lovejoy, Patrick." Mary Lamb; "M y Wild
leased Thursday, by Ted Curtk, logical climax of the current wave of now has a 100 percent paid up mem-I St. George Lodge. 1 .0 O F . and a'H askell. J. Pellicane, A. Pellicane, Irish Rose" and "Londonderry Air,"
93 Exchange Street
bership to date. The quota set for member cf Rockland Encampment. Sullivan,
Drake. Lindsey.
and Glee Club; Irish (Jig) danced by
faculty manager of athletics at the organized lawlessness.
Of course, there is no proof that Maine was 7382 memberships, but
University of Maine.
1.0 OF.
Rhodes. The Seniors were coached Carol Hall, Dorothy Peterson. Elea
Portland,
Maine
"Lord well deserves the honor of Mr
was shot ** sit’down ,s tr““ this will be exceeded by better than
St George had been favored by his , by Ruth Pike and the Sophomores nor Porter, and Veronia Murphy, acsympathizers.
But
he
himself
has
100. Incidentally the present mem service as a selectman, and he was by Virginia Gray. On the Senior companied by June Chatto; "Wear
placing among the first team mem
Established 1854
expressed the opinion that the a t bership exceeds last year's by 1200.
bers in recognition of his fine work
chairman of the Jackson Memorial I team were Ramsdell. McPhee. Hussey ing of the Green," Glee Club; "Read
18-19T&Stf
tempt on his life would not have oc
The Legionnaires expressed much Library Association. His sphere of ' Osier, Cook. Joy. Kangas, and Rivers; ing. "K itty of Colerain." Barbara
at the guard post all season.'' says
the Bangor Commercial. "In every curred had it not been for his anti- satisfaction over the manner in usefulness extended beyond his homp i Sophomores. Breen. Gray, Berggren. Lamb: duet “The Top O' T he Morn
which they were entertained by the town for among other duties he was Taylor. Tyler, McLellan. Webster. ing," Margaret Havener an d Bar SOUNDS A BIT ROUGH
game his guarding has been a sit-down stand.
OUR TEAMS LOST
Commentators are recalling that Camden Post.
a director of the Kncx County Trust Louraine, and Delano. The games bara Black; "Kerry Dance." sung by
thorough job and his passing ability
Secretary of Labor Perkins has said
Company.
has made him outstanding. Never a |
were refereed by Ruth Pike. Charleen Elaine Ames. Mary Lamb, Doris
Rockland High School De
: th a t the legality or illegality of sitsensational player. Dwight has proved
The
surviving
relatives
are
his
wife,
Ramsdell, Stella Young and Louise Gatti Lucille Connon, Priscilla But It’s All In Fun— Great
THE
STATE
POLICE
baters Victims On Both
hls worth in easy-going and steady dcwn strikes has not
dete™ '
Mrs. Daisy Pierson Hocking; his McConnell.
Bowling Match At Star
Brazier. Dorothy Stearns; "Where
• • • •
playing on the courts of the Confer- i *ned' From tbe reactl0n ° ' er
e
daughters.
Mrs.
Inez
Capen
of
Wor
Sides of the Fence
the
River
Shannon
Flows,"
Glee
Alleys Tonight
Fitts' shooting, it appears th at cer- A rthur Ireem an Assigned
The Forty Club-H igh School
cester. Mass., and Miss Beulah E
ence this year."
Club. Chairman, Mary 'Lamb; ac
tain pro—<7. I. O. elements question
To This District— Criminal Hocking of Worcester; his son. W. Minstrels will be presented April 19 companist. Geraldine Norton; stage
The voices of youthful orators were
Dwight Lord is a son of Charles E.
The boys from Vinalhaven will in 
whether or not it is illegal to shoot
and
20
in
the
Community
Building
heard
in the land yesterday when
Thurley Hocking of Wakefield. Mass.;
Lord, superintendent of schools in
Investigation
manager. Donald Fogg; assistant
public officials who stand in the way
vade the Limerock City tonight to
| six grandchildren;; his sisters, Mrs. under the direction of A rthur Lamb stage manager, Calvin Sherm an.
Camden and Thomaston. He figured
prep school debating teams had their
J of “labor's march to power."
give battle to the Star alleys bowling
• • • •
Criminal investigations in the five Elizabeth Morris, Mrs. Beatrice John- ! ®nd J °Seph Emery'
brilliantly in Camden High School
day all over the State. The results
Observers are amazed at the num State police districts in the future son, Mrs. Hattie Gardener, and Mrs. I
°J thC U ‘ent W‘“ COme frOm
Office boys this week have been: team. Capt. Rackliff has a plan of
athletics, and has been one of the
ber of sit-down strike sympathizers will be conducted by the district com Annie Fuller; and his brother, George
Sf h<X>I- Pr0CeedS W“ ‘ 56 John Haskell, Austin Staples. Lewis attack which should win any match, were quite disappointing so tar as the
outstanding players in the Knox
[ who say th a t the bullet fired into manders "in the interest of econo Hockir.o
Orange and Black of Rockland were
I
dlvided
equally
between the building Mazzeo. Robert Rogers, Kendrick
County Twilight League. His success
on a disqualification. Listen to this concerned.
District Attorney Fitts’ arm was my," Chief Wilbur H. Towle said
fund and the school.
Dorman, Paul Rackllffe, Donald
al University of Maine confirms the
masterpiece:
I “only half what he has coming to Thursday. The investigations previ
Lincoln Academy's negative team
Sullivan.
estimate Knox County sport fans had
“Trifles,'’ by Susan Glaspell, win- Willis and Edward
PORT
CLYDE
i him."
•
•
•
»
“We shall rig up a small boat to won an unanimous decision over
ously were handled by three officers
placed upon him.
I ner of a Pulitzer Prize for her full
Virginia Gray has been secretary resemble a lobsterman and sink the Rockland High's affirmative team at
Industrial merry-go-round: Look from the Augusta headquarters.
Mrs Bert Simmons who is slowly length play "Alison's House" in 1930,
in the office this week.
Rockland. Rockland speakers were
Lieut. Leon Shepard will continue
" i l l ! I I I ! " S A ID T I IE O T IIL It
I for a rising volume of agonized outHavenites somewhere between Cam
recovering from a long illness will i has been chosen to be given in the
••••
Inez
Bowley and Harold Dondis.
in
charge
of
fingerprint
work.
Two
------cry on the p art of victimized conremain here until she is able to re- ! One-Act Play Contest, April 9. The
den and Rockland breakwater, there Lincoln Academy speakers were Lin
“Commencement Memories"
An Odd Coincidence When Register sumers caught between the upper other officers, patrolmen Ralph A. sume her work in Rockland.
jeast: "George Henderson," Gordon brochure in which to record names by winning on a foul."
wood Palmer and Alton Stetson.
of Probate Veazie Talked Over Air.
and the nether millstones of rising Price and Arthur Freeman, have
— Richardson; “Henry Peters," Verne- of classmates and teachers, a few John says a team th at travels on Judges were Supt. Charles E. Lord of
wages and rising prices.
assigned to routine duties, he
TO O w ner? “ ’ n u n ™ ” H e re .n a tt-! ley
! ? ' JBlack;
? ? ; "Lewis H“le
y ea rs frivolous incidents and the water should be called a "bow
Hale " Frederick of
Register of Probate Charles L.
Camden. Judge Zelma Dwinal and
When threats of sit-down strikes said. Price has been assigned to the
Described
MacDonald; "Mrs. Peters." Virginia some of its serious ones, has been line team," even if it didn't have a Supt. Frank Rowe of Warren.
Veazie who used to be an enthusias
brought wage increases for steel em Augusta headquarters desk. Free ch^ptearCC2°3rdofntL R P U 'e S . e - 6 ™ W°°d: ' Mrs. Hale." Shirley Stanley, presented each senior with c o m p 
fellow named Davy Jones for leadtic "short waver" recalls an odd coin
The Deering High affirmative team
ployees the price of steel was prompt man. effective April 1, will be as are hereby notified that the delapidated
'Trifles" belongs entirely to the ments of Burdett College B oston
off man.
cidence which happened one morning ly advanced from $3 to $10 per ton.
won unanimously over the Rockland
signed to patrol duty in the third wooden buiidlngs located at Number 14 wom en—"bless 'e m ■ Tt is lileolv t s . t
'
According to reports, the Vinal High negative team at Deering.
and 16 Sea Street Place; Number 11 wom en
61ess eIr> I t is likely that
TRANsCONTINF\T*i i x s i m . s e c
with another amateur.
I t is reliably reported that the price district, with headquarters in Rock- Holmes street and Number 3 Achorn no man could have written it It's a
tO Tr o FMPANv,NSURANCE
haven
boys intend to have the Left- Speakers were Phyllis McCann ar.d
"Q.R.A." (where are you) said the of automobiles will shortly be ad- land
Street, all In the City of Rockland are
”
COMPANY
claimed to be dangerou- and consntute great little play because it is such an
New York, N. Y.
Footed Seagull's carcass from Cam i Margaret Stone. Deering, and Frank
stranger.
vanced to "absorb" the payroll ina nuisance. You are further notified astonishing tragedy of the commonASSETS DEC. 31. 1936
den stowed away before they land in Steeves and Doris Borgerson. Rock
“In Rockport, Me.” was Mr. Veazie's cieases which came on the heels of
The people are rea. p e X
Bank..... %
AN APPRECIATION
Rockland. Good luck in both places. land. Judges were Leon Milliken,
response.
the G. M. sit-down strike.
R ^ k ia ^ ^ n T e n f ^ X ^ A p n
fearfUl tWngS Which h a'e hap- a^ ntRReceiav1„abn,C
eeS ..........™
g Vinalhaven. but bring your sou'west"Hi! Hi' (laughter) said the other,
Donald Bryant and Philip Mead.
Consumers, and particularly farm  Editor of The Courier-Gazette
3.111
98
? ;T 93Z.
J.n..th<' after ipened have reallv happened. T h e Interest and Rents...............
3111 "36 ers along; it's going to be stormy at
16.819
"I'm in Rockport, Mass.
ers, are sitting up and taking notice.
? ? ? ? ? ? ? - ? ? mem° ?
22
the Star Alleys.
T hat was in the days when the When John L. Lewis started “kid
Rub a cat's back and you may ct
.
ng, I want to say h e fit why an order of disposal of said Who shock even themselves
themselves by
bv forfor- iI Gross
Assets .......................
...
142.11 861
Ml 74
«
Gross Assets
$4.233
Star Alleys Reporter
two states were in the same Union. naping" factories and holding them was one of the finest men I ever knew buildings should not be made
an
explosion—if there is any g:
32.395 99
Dated at Rockland, this first day of getting what seems to be duty for 1Dcduct Items not Admitted
for ransom, the general public was and his kindness and consideration to March. A. D. 1937.
line around. It has been proved 1
what
they
know
actually
Is
cheating
,
Admitted .......................... $4,201,465 75
I.EFOREST A THURSTON.Mayor
Twenty houses a minute! That's given to understand that the “ran me and my family during my four
R A D IO SERVICE
t{ie electricity in a cat's fur can ]
the law, is drama to hold you spell- |
liabilities dec. 31. 1936
LEWIS R. CATES
th e rate at which building is being som," that is the pay increases, would years of employment at Clark Island
Guaranteed Repair Work on all makes dUce a spark that will set off the vt
JOHN BERNET,
bound.
The
play
is
a
conspiracy
o
f
,
S
S
MAURICE P. LOVEJOY.
of Radio Receivers
done this year in the United States, come out of the dividends of "econo granite quarry will long be remcmfrom gasoline. Friction caused
RAYMOND C. PERRY.
women — protective union against AU other Liabilities ........... 340,450 00
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN
based on an eight-hour working day. mic royalists." Now- Mr. John Q. [ bered. His friendly association will
_
. . .
Cash Capital
.................. 1.000.000 00 Member Radio Manufacturers’ Service rubbing two pieces of fabric toge
n en, wno never would understand. ; Surplus over all Liabilities 2.290.345 62
MARCELLUS M CONDON.
six days a week. Almost 80 percent Citizen is beginning to realize that ever stand out among my proudest
will do the same thing. That's
HARRY L LEVENSELER
M AINE MUSIC CO.
Municipal Officers City of Rockland.
of these house.- will be topped by increased dividends for "economic memories.
Llewellyn Elwell.
The first meeting of the Junior 1Total la b ilitie s and Surplus $4,201,465 75
home dry cleaning with gasolin
R
O
C
K
L
A
N
D
,
ME.
Attest: E R. Keene, City Clerk
.•
D. H. GLIDDEN. Agency,
Spruce Head, March 19.
vari-colored asphalt shingle roofs.
royalists" *vill go hand-in-hand with
Dramatics and Literature |
V in a lh a v e n , M a in e .
28 S-34 High
23-tt dangerous.
T H E BALANCE W HEEL

B.v Dan Gilbert

D R E SSE

O ther G arm ents Equally L ow Priced

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

A COLD HOME
A T TH IS TIME

'
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Evcry-Othcr-Day

N E IG H B O R H O O D

EVENTS

March 21—Palm Sunday.
March 21-28—Fight Cancer Week In
Maine.
March 22—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. R uth Elllngwood.
March 22—Cushing—Town meeting.
March 25—Friendship—Comedy. "Let's
Go Somewhere" a t Play House.
March 28—Good Friday.
March 27—State 4-H Leaders' Confer
ence In Rockland
March 27—Rockland Garden Club
meeting- Mrs. Archer Grover of Augusta,
speaker.
March 28—Easter.
March 28—Warren—At Congregational
Church, tljg combined choirs of both
churches In the Easter cantata. "Im 
mortality'’ (R. M. Str/ltz)
March 20—Thomaston—Town meeting.
March 30—Easter Dancing Party at
Community Bldg.
March 30 — Camden-Rockport Lions
Club holds Ladles’ Night at Tranquility
Grange hall. Lincolnville.
April 1—All Fools' Day.
April 2—Rockport—Play. "Adventures
of Tom Sawyer," auspices High School
Dramatic Club, at Town hall.
April 5—Lincolnville Schools re-open
for spring term.
April 13—State Fire Chiefs’ Convention
at Community Building.
April 14—Rockport—Annual meeting
of Oarden Club.
April 15—Construction of Deer IsleSedgwlck Bridge due to begin.
April 15-16—Y Minstrels a t Camden
Opera House.
April 15 —i Waldoboro — Community
Garden Club meets with Mrs. Harold R
Smith .
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 19-20—Forty Club-High School
Minstrels In Community Building.
April 25—Daylight Saving begins.
May 20. 21 and 22—Maine Federation
of Music Clubs meets In Rockland.
June 8—Fireman’s ball. Community
Bldg

Maurice Hill, who has been scaling
pulp logs above Seboomah Brook dur
ing the winter is at his Rockland
home until April 1st.
The signature of Gov. Haufmann
of New Jersey, who figured so promi
nently in connection with the trial of
Bruno Richard Hauptmann, the
Lindbergh kidnaper, is on file at the
Knox Registry of Probate.

P a lm

Sunday

(For The Courier-Gazette)

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary j
will meet Wednesday night at 7
o'clock. Preparations are being made
to celebrate their “birthday" with
beano and other attractions in
charge of Mrs. Jessie Wall.

In Bethpage. 'Mount of Olives."
Ancient history doth show.
Began the world's great tragedy
On th a t day so long ago.
The Prophet had truly spoken—
Otir Saviour on th a t day
Bade his two faithful followers
To the village haste away
"Behold tied there, a snow white
colt
The Maundy Thursday exercises I Bring It safe back to me—
Soon
I'm riding to Jerusalem
which will be held by Gen. Knox
To fulfill My destiny."

Chapter of Rose Croix at Masonic i
Temple Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock are open to the public, and no
further invitation is needed than this 1
notice.

'Twas done, and Jesus riding
Led the weary way before.
Crowds followed loudly singing,
"Behold the King whom we adore!"
Their garments cast before him,
Palm branches waved in air,
They sang. "Hosanna In the
Highest.
Donna deRochemont, daughter of Our King we now declare.
All hall the son of David
Mrs. Henry M. deRochemont, of 106 Who cometh In the name of G o d Pleasant street, now a member of the j Hosanna In the Highest.
Behold our promised Lord!"

sophomore class a t Colby College,1
has recently been elected president
of the Colby chapter of the Phi Mu
sorority.

T IIE W E A T H E R

Unless the Department of Atmos
pheric Disturbances furnishes more
thrills th an we have had thus far
this winter The Courier-Gazette will
be obliged to forego the special serv
ice which it has been operating at
such tremendous expense during the
season. Thirty above this morning,
and the azure sky certainly gave no
promise of the rain which the radio
fellers say we will have today and
tomorrow. The radio announcers
also said this morning th a t it was
the first day of spring, a subject upon
which there seems to be about as
many different ideas as there are on
the Supreme Court question. Be that
as it may this day is 12 hours long and
tonight will be 12 hours long. A bit
too early, perhaps, to begin planning
about Christmas.

Charles Emery, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Emery, of 28 Pacific street, i
has been elected Literary Editor of J
"The Tower," the annual publica-:
tion of the senior class at Tilton
Schools. Tilton, N. H. Emery has
been prominent in the undergraduate
life of the school.
TTre Light in the Window the re
ligious drama being put on at the
M. E. Church Sunday night is one
with a beautiful Easter message. In
the play are those who find out what
Easter really means. Among whom
is "Shuchy" (Leroy Black), age 12,
who finds also a home and mother
love. Beautiful Easter carols will be
sung throughout the play by a group
of carolers.

mm

Eddie Parker and Chester Hunt,
barbers, have moved from their for
mer shop at the corner of Main and
Pleasant streets to their newly reno
vated quarters over the J. J. New
berry Co. store.

Day of trium phant entry.
Its glory passed away
In th e shadow of a heavy cross
On th a t sad. tragic day
When our Saviour suffered agony.
Upon the shameful cross.
Victim of man's Injustice
T hat e'er hath brought remorse.

The Carinis, who were rendered
homeless, in a double sense, by the
fire which destroyed their place of
business and their apartments, plan
to rebuild the block as soon as the
insurance is adjusted, but will not
resume their fruit and confectionery
business—for some time at least.
Adding insult 'to injury some mean
skunk recently robbed the store of
what few articles of value which re
mained there.
Vinalhavcns genial town clerk and
tax collector has ibeen greeted by
Rockland friends this week, having
come to the mainland to attend a
hearing at the State House and the
Knox County Legion Council meeting
at Camden. "First winter in Vinalhaven's history th a t they have not
been able to cut ice on Round Pond."
Mr. Dyer told a Courier-Gazette re
porter. One man did succeed in get
ting about 90 tons on the shady side
of a quarry hole.

W. Joseph A. Pendleton, of Dark
Harbor yesterday asked the Postoffice
Department to ask rebids on the
postal route between Dark Harbor
and Rockland. The department's a t
titude was favorable. Pendleton told
: Representative Smith who made the
"Hosanna In the Highest"—
engagement for him and Pendleton
Sweet voices gladly sing
"Hosanna In the Highest”—
expects early action for new bids.
To our Saviour. Lord and King.
The present route is a direct boat
Elizabeth O. Marsh
route between Dark Harbor and
R o c k la n d
Rockland. Bids were asked on this
route and an alternate route by ferry
Over station WLBZ, Bangor Sun from Dark Harbor to Lincolnville and
day at 1 30 p m. will be heard the then to Rockland. The low bidder
!second <’P*°de >n an eight-week na- one the alternate route was Philip
I tional broadcast of "Americans to G Rowling but the net low bid was
the Rescue," story of dramatic inter- on the present route. Pendleton fa
est with facts on alcohol woven into vors the alternate route on the
the story. The broadcast is spon ground th at it would get western mail
, sored by the Willard Centenary Fund into Islesboro a day earlier than the
'of W.C.T.U.
other.
There shone a bright new glory
At the breaking of the dawn
When our Saviour rose trium phant
On the first glad Easter morn.
In memory of this sacrifice
Palm branches wave today
As our Saviour's faithful followers
Still m eet to praise and pray.

Merle F. Dobbins of 52 Pleasant
street is in receipt of a letter from
a m an in very high authority who
The meetings at the Salvation
says th a t the rumor about the Great
Army. 477 Main street, for the weekThe entertainm ent committee of
Northern Paper Co., building a p la n t. . .
,
, ,, „
. ,
, .
* ____» end, m charge of Lts. Bowness and The Baptist Men s League extended
of Maine is not correct. ........
6
The highest numbered Maine car cn the . coast
. .
,.
j __ 1Hollings are: Saturday 8 p. m., praise
its program Thursday and it gave the
This is interesting and probably
6
’
,«„.u
thus far reported is 127.573.
meeting "Where Christ Begins With members unusual enjoyment. Followauthentic, but will somebody kindly
Us." Sunday, 11 A. M . holiness 1ing the business meeting at which the
Sunshine Society meets Monday at explain why representatives of the
company were recently here looking meetin*'
Savlour's Plea^' 8 League gained a new member in
2 o'clock in the Central Maine rooms.
the person of John B. Paulson, Miss
over the waterfront and inquiring as p. m , Salvation meeting. "Whoso
Beth Hager, supervisor of music in
ever."
Saturday
night
from
5
to
7
Dr. C. B Popplestone will be speak to certain facilities?
the Home League gives a supper for Junior High School took her position
er at the Kiwanis Club meeting next
Early indications, according to talk ' the benefit of the Home and Foreign at the piano, and Miss Shirley Mc
Monday night at Copper Kettle.
along the street, are pointing to a Missions followed by an entertain Kinney violinst. was introduced.
Much skill was exhibited in her play
South Thomaston Farm Bureau record crowd at the Easter Ball on ment which will include a number of
ing of two selections. This was fol
musical
items
and
a
one-act
sketch.
the
30th.
People
are
still
talking
of
will hold a Beano party at the
lowed by readings presented by Ruth
the wonderful time they had at
Grange hall Tuesday night at 7 30,
It was Nomination Day with the Seabury, whose expression greatly
Uncle S e th s last dance, March 1st.
Rockland Rotary Club yesterday and impressed her listeners. With the
Frank Stone. Ralph Philbrook and Beano players are always ready the committee's choice was thus re
exit of these excellent entertainers
S F. Copeland were in Bangor whenever the opportunity presents ported: President. Dr. Neil A Fogg:
the folding doors opened to admit
Thursday attending a Nash dealers' itself. The pie eating contest is vice president. Henry B Bird; secre
four figures in masquerade costume.
worth
the
price
of
admission
alone.
meeting at the Bangor House.
tary. Louis A. Walker; treasurer. This quartet opened its portion of
The stage show will be one pleasing
Charles A. Emery; directors. Dr. the entertainm ent with the singing
to
everyone
present.
The
results
of
The Western Merrymakers will pro
John Smith Lowe and Albert P of “The Old Oaken Bucket," but the
vide music for the April J jollifica- ,
be m o « th an Pleasing ^ a “ 6
famous old song was being produced
tion at G.A.R. hall under auspices of t0 the public in general.
| of the program, presented first Rev. by discordant notes and one by one
Edwin Libby Relief Corps
W hether or not the calendar and 1Corwin H. Olds, who read Robert the alleged singers were picked off
Farmers Almanac agree, readers may Tristram Coffin's poem "The Secret, by some sniper concealed in the ad
It is understood that Dr. Eben Al rest assured that Spring has actually j which deals with the blueberry in- journing room. The impersonaters
den who has been very ill at his win made its appearance, for The Saunter- dustry. Mr. Bird who also deals with were Charles Wilson of Warren,
ter home in Fruitland Park. Fla is er (alias Boze. alias Albion B. Crock- Jth a t subject, though in a more pro- i Hiram H. Crie, Harold Coombs and
now somewhat improved.
er of Somerville, Mass.) reports in ' saic way, showed highly interesting j Raymond Pendleton.
The guest
motion
pictures
on
the
industry,
with
speaker
was
F.
A.
Winslow
of The
bulletin No 1 that he found. March
The A <ScP. stores this week put into 18 in Middlesex Fells, a skunk cab Donald Fogg as the mechanician. Courier-Gazette who delivered his
effect a new schedule which shortens bage. hailing it not in scorn, born of Visiting Rotarians were "Chick" lecture “When the Ghost Walks."
the working week by 31- hours. Open- its namesake, but rather as a merry Maynard of Camden and Principal An interesting open forum followed.
ign at 7.30. they close a t 6 o'clock, harbinger of happy days ahead. Proctor of the Westbrook Junior Col
and on Saturday clase a t 9.30.
Others may sing praises to the pret lege. Rev. C. H. Olds. Commander
ty daffodils and crocuses, but N. C. George H. Reed. U. S. N . and Don
PUBLIC NOTICE!
Fans at. the Tillson Avenue Stadi C. 2. remains loyal to his “Ictodes ald Fogg were guests
um boxing exhibition last night, got faetidus."
Eddie Parker and
a big thrill cut of the main bout be
BORN
Chester Hunt
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
T.
Smalley
HASKELL—At Waldoboro. March 16. to
tween Tommy Regan of Bangor and
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Haskell, a son.
BARBERS
returned
yesterday
following
a
four
Gabby Poulin of Bath. The boys
Philip Webber Haskell, weight 9
Have moved to their new shop.
pounds.
went into the bout for keeps, and it weeks' vacation visit in Florida. Mr.
— At The Lucette. Thomaston.
Upstairs—Ovtr
was Regan who was favored by the Smalley reports Fort Lauderdale as ! snow
March 13. to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
enjoying
a
boom
almost
comparable
J.
J.
N
E
W B E R R Y CO. STO RE
Snow
ol
East
Warren,
a
son,
Eugene.
majority when it was over. Hazen
Spear, the matchmaker, announces to th a t which swept Florida 10 years
All Patrons, Old and New,
MARRIED
that there will be another exhibition ago. and refers to this rapidly grow
Cordially Welcome
SMITH-CLANCEY—At Worcester. Mass.,
34*H
next Friday night as the fans ha^'e ing city as one of the most attractive
March 15. John W. Sm ith and Grace J
Clancey, both of Rockland
requested a return bout between Re in the Peninsular State. | Mild
gan and Poulin. Because of the law weather in Maine and the South left
D IE D
just passed by Legislature this will the Rockland couple quite unprepared HOWE—At Camden. March 17. Carrie,
for
a
snowstorm
in
Washington
wife of Willard C. Howe, aged 80 years.
probably be a 10-round match. Each
1 month. 16 days. Funeral Saturday
contestant is quite sure th a t the other which, however, made it possible for
a t 2 o'clock, from 1 Free street.
them
to
look
up
Mr.
and
Mrs
Edone will not last that long. A strong
CARR—At Rockland. March 19. George
E.
Carr, aged 85 years. 8 months. 27
supporting card is promised. Other ward C Moran' J r ^ o u t e through
days. Funeral at 10 Hill street Mon
results last night: Cracker Favreau j M a ry lan d Tuesday they encountered
day at 2 o'clock.
defeated Joe Casey of Bangor in the I four-foot drifts
hundreds of cars SMITH—At Waldoboro. March 19, Wil
liam J. Smith, formerly of Union,
second round by a technical knock- stalled in the main “ Xhway. Many
aged 76 years. Funeral Sunday at
3 30 o'clock from Flander's Funeral
out. "Bo" Courtney of Bangor had j
New B lSland detoured through
M A IN E ’S L IT T L E R A D IO C IT Y "
parlors. Interm ent In Union.
possibly a shade over Dusty Peters. Delaware and New Jersey to New I UPHAM—At Lewiston. March 18. George
T E L E P H O N E W ALDO BO RO 100
of Waldoboro, aged 53 years.
Benny Karpis of B ath had a soft York where the route was entirely I Upham
1 m onth. 7 days. Funeral Sunday at
SUNDAY, MARCH SI
srap with Eddie Pelletier of Bangor. free of snow. Several Rockland per-1 1 o'clock from Flanders funeral
parlors. Interm ent In Fairview ceme
sons were about to sta rt for home
(Change in Program)
tery Jefferson.
Matinee 2.30. Evening at 8
Tlie le.test happenings in Holly when the Smalleys left St. Peters
IN MEMORIAM
wood; news of the stage, radio and burg; among them Mr. and Mrs. E.
“IT’S LOVE A G A IN ”
In loving memory of Gertrude F
L.
Brown
and
Philip
Howard,
former
music: glamorous pictures of the
JESSIE MATHEW 'S,
Wallace, who passed away March 26.
stars; the latest comments by the ly of this city, whom Mr. Smalley 1936.
RO BERT Y O U N G
st one year ago God called her
country's leading columnists and chanced to meet upon the street. Ju
Benefit Lincoln Home for the Aged
To
th
a
t
happy
peaceful
land.
writers in the Green Spotlight, the , Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn of Leaving us to bear deep sorrow,
Why we cannot understand.
feature 8-page section each week IThomaston ar<* remaining with Dr. In
our hearts her memory lingers
with the Boston Sunday Advertiser.
Alden
^ ‘Uand Park until Sweetly tender, fond and true
There
Is not a day. dear loved one,
the Doctor has fully recovered from T hat we
34’lt
do not think of you.
his recent illness. Mr. Smalley re
Sadly missed by her Father, John
•
turned a week earlier than originally Stanley and family.
planned in order to attend the ap 
CARD OF THANKS
Am bulance Service
proaching term of Superior Court in
I wish to express my sincere thanks
T
and
appreciation
the kindness shown
Belfast where he is counsel in a me by relatives, for
friends, and neighbors I
negligence case involving a death during my recent bereavement and for ,
the beautiful floral offerings sent at that 1
claim.
time.

IN THE CHURCHES

“ TODAY is the TOMORROW
you worried about
YESTERDAY"

SERMONETTE

Man Seeking After God
Even today we know very little
about prehistoric man. Traces of
his early implements have been
found and a few bones here and
there, and from these scientists
have delighted to present a recon
structed
picture of what they
conceive he may have looked like.
Usually he is physically perfect
with a most hideous head and a
horible name like Pithecanthro
pus or Neanderthal or Cromagnon man. I have however, never
seen a prehistoric woman depicted
other than in the beautiful curves
and happy lines of her modern
sisters.
Whatever theories we may hold
as to physical mental and spiritual
evolution; from the time authen
tic history commenced, man was
the master of animals and things
and possessed of reason, just as
God had given him dominion over
them.
Somewhere in the very begin
ning of things man began to think
about God and to worship him.
Search where you will, you can
find no better light on God's re
lations with man or man's seeking
after God than in the Old Testa
ment which was in its present
form, or approximately so. at least
three centuries B. C.
Man built temples, established
forms of worship, created a priest
hood. was conscious of his own
guilt and unworthiness, felt the
need of propitiation for his sins
and an atonement or expiation.
These are the cold facts of history
but if you go further than mere
, historicity you find God spoke
I through these forms and sacrifices
to the priests and through them
to the people. Man felt the need
of atonement and God required it
3f him.
William A. Holman

Depression has flown with the yesterdays.
Today is here with new courage, new
hopes and plans.
Wouldn’t you like to own a home?
Wouldn’t you like to build a house?
Wouldn’t you like to have a neu) bath
room and some new hardwood floors?
Wouldn’t you like to come in and talk
over your plans with us?

W e’re waiting for you a t 18 School street

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
S i
• Il

The school of electric cookery of der auspices of Central M aine Power
beginning at 4 p. m.. Vespers at 5, and
Stations of the Cross a t 7.30 . Tues Easter and Lenten specials will be Co. and was postponed from last
day in Holy Week: Holy Communion held Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the Uni- Tuesday because of the storm. The
public is cordially invited. All food
at 7.30. girls' retreat a t 4 p. m„ Ves
versaiist vestry with Carrie Williams will be given away.
pers at 5 p. m. and Stations of the
I Cross at 7.30. Wednesday in Holy Fowler in charge. The school is un
Week: Holy Communion at 7 30, Ves
pers at 5 p. m., and Stations of the
Cross at 730. Jfaundy Thursday:
i Sung Mass at 7 a. m , All day devo(^ T o m o r r o w
I_______________ ______________ 1 tion and watch before the Blessed
At the Littlefield Memorial Church 1Sacrament. Vespers a t 5 p. m , and
Sunday morning at 10.30 Rev. Charles Stations of the Cross at 7.30. Good
A Marstaller will have as his sermon Friday: Passion service 12 to 3 p. m
topic "Hailed As King. Rejected As evening devotions at 7 30. Holy Sat
Savior." There will be special music urday: First Vespers of Easter at
and a children's story will precede 5 p. m.
• • • •
the sermon. Church school will meet
iit iMM i ■ iU lL i
•The
Bible
In
the Critic's Den,"
at 11.45, junior C. E. at 5.15 p. m ,
AS
MODERN
A
S
T
O
D
A
Y
’S
STREAM
LINES
will
be
the
third
sermon
in
the
series
and senior C. E. at 6.15. praise service
on
"A
(Living
F
a
ith
For
a
Day
of
and sermon at 7.15, the topic being
"Christ the Redeeming One." Prayer Deadening Doubt," being preached a t
the First Baptist Church Sunday
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
mornings. The choir under direction
• • • •
At the Universalist Church Sunday of Charles Wilson will sing. The
AUTO M OBILE— FIRE
I A N D .ALL O TH E R FORM S)
morning Dr. Lowe will take for the church school with classes for all
subject of his Palm Sunday sermon, ages will meet at noon. The EndeavBuy your insurance the modern way. No more
"Contributions of Christian Faith" orers are to hold a ’“Birthday Meet
h?.rd-to-pay-at-one-time premiums. No more chances
in
g
"
,
at
6
o'clock.
The
question,
"Were
in continuing his series of sermons on
of loss because of insufficient insurance protection.
the Fruits of Religion. Special Palm You Born?'' is to be answered. The
With the Time Paym ent Plan, it’s easy to p a y your
Sunday music. Church school ses people's evening service will open at
sions at 9.30 a. m.; at noon, Mrs. 7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
premiums
Glover's class at her residence, and assisted by the organ, piano and i
A Small Down Payment and Convenient Monthly
choir. Mr. MacDonald will give his '
Dr. Lowe's class in the church parlor.
Payments can be made in small amounts over a pe
Alpha Omega Society for young peo fourth and concluding pre-Easter
sermon
on
"The
Reason
For
Calvary."
riod of time best suited to your own needs.
ple meets in the vestry at 7 p. m.
The subject will be “Calvary's Ques
• • • •
Budget Your Insurance; Pay Monthly Out of Income.
“Comparing the Contradictions of tion.” The happy prayer and praLse
FRANK A. W HEELER
Christianity” will be the theme of meeting will be held Tuesday evening
the sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds at at 7.15.
425 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 556-R— T E L . 98
the Congregational Church. The
C
H
R
IS
TIA
N
S
C
IE
N
C
E
CHURCH
hm m ii i + «
unified service of public worship and
Ichurch school is at 10:30 a. m., with
the children sharing in the worship
“Matter" is the subject of the
service and attending classes during Lesson-Sermon which will be read in
j the sermon. The evening service will
all Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
) be in the church parlor a t 7:30, and
Sunday, March 21. 1937.
j the discussion theme will be, “Does
The Golden T ext is: "I have de
j Church Membership Make Any Difhrence? ' Comrades of the Way will clared, and have saved, and I have
meet at 6:30 p. m. and Mr. Olds will shewed, when there was no strange
be the speaker. Plans will be com- gocj among you: therefore ye are my
pleted for the Easter sunrise service, witnesses, saith the Lord, that I am
and programs for the spring season God.” (Isaiah 43:12).
will be planned.
Among the citations from the |
• • • •
Bible is the following: “And the Lord :
Palm Sunday will be observed a t said furthermore unto him. Put now
the P ratt Memorial Methodist thine hand into thy bosom. And he
Church tomorrow. At 10:30 the pas put his hand into his bosom, and j
tor, Rev. Charles E. Brooks, will when he took it out. behold, his hand
pi each a Palm Sunday sermon on was leprous as snow. And he said.
The Weeping Christ. Special music Put thine hand into thy bosom again. |
will be furnished by the vested choir And he put hls bancj jnto his bosom
under the direction of Mrs. Lydia ! again; and plucked it out of his
Storer. The Friendly Men's Bible bosom, and, behold it was turned again
Class will meet for Bible study at as his other flesh. i E x. 4:6-7).
9:30 a. m. The Baraca Class and
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
Church School will hold their regular the following selections from the
sessions a t noon. Miss Virginia Flint Christian Science Textbook. "Science
I will have charge of Epworth League and Health wlth Key t0 the
I
j at 6:30 p. m , topic, "Right and tures- by ,Mary Baker E ^ y : "It was ,
Wrong.' At 7:30 the religious drama, scientifically
demonstrated
th at
"The Light in the Window," by leprousy was a creation of mortal
Dorothy Clarke Wilson, will be pre mind and not a condition of matter,
sented.
when Moses first put his hand into
A V • •
his bosom and drew it forth white as
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), snow with the dread disease, and
Maurice M. Cunningham i
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv presently restored his hand to its
Warren, March 20
A M B U LA N C E SERVICE ices for tomorrow will be appropriate natural condition by the same simple
for Palm Sunday: Matins at 7.10, process." (Page 321: 19-24).
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere apprecia
Holy Communion at 7.30. church
tion and thanks to friends, and neigh
school at 9. Holy Eucharist at 10.30
bors for the many kindnesses extended
me during the winter months, especial
The annual men's retreat will begin
TEL
M2
ly a t Christmas time, when I was so
» C L A R E M O N T 8 T , R O C K LA N D
at 5 p. m. Monday in Holy Week:
well remembered with gifts and cards.
Frank L. Peabody
98tf Holy Communion at 7.30, boys' retreat
Warren, March 20
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THE INSURANCE

Time Payment Plan

m

WALDO THEATRE

s
r

BURPEE’S
Morticians
TELS. 450 A N D 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

Its always fair weather when good
fellows get together and there’s al
ways a jolly bunch at Yorkies, eating
those richly delicious hot dogs and
pop'corn. Opposite Comique Theatre,
Camden, at the neon sign.
34-lt
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R ussell Funeral H om e
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R ich a rd Crooks to Make His First
Opera Appearance o f Season on A ir

FEDERATED G ARDEN CLUBS
i
Mrs. Woods called attention to the
meeting of the National Council of
his findings being representative of the State Garden Clubs which takes
the State in general. In connection place in Cleveland, Ohio, on May 25with this collection is a library con 28. and asked for suggestions for the
taining many first editions, the books Maine exhibit. Also to the annual
all practically dealing with geologic fall conference at Camden, and the
and nature-life material. Mr. Nylan- annual meeting at Rangeley on June
der finding himelf in straitened cir 28-29. The matter of the course in
cumstances feels th a t it is necessary exhibit was discussed. Mrs. Coe sta t
for him to turn this remarkable col ing that 18 clubs had thus far relection into financial return and has sponded. suggesting the second week
already been approached by repre of July as the time and these points
sentatives from sections out ot the from which a meeting place might be
State Caribou wUnes to tetain the chc«en—Portland, Bates College. Col
collection naturally and ways are be by College. Bowdoin College and
ing discussed for the erection of a Lakewood.
suitable building for exhibit, a suit- i Mrs. Coe announced the most reable salayy Xor Mr. Nylander for cent additions to flewer show dates
cataloguing. Mr.-Nylander who has are: Rangeley Lakes. Aug. 17; Rockalso written several pamphlets per- land. Aug 17, tentative; Camden,
ttfining 'td Shells ' ‘rock's and orchids July 27. Also th a t the next two board
found in this State, lias attracted at- rrieetingk' would toe: April at the
tentlon from many leading scientists, Woman's Club. Auburn; and May at
some of international fame. Mr. the Cosmopolitan Club at Bath, each
Greaton made his appearance not in on the third Friday unless otherwise
solicitation but simply to acquaint notified.
the Federation with another notable
Luncheon was served at the CopMaine contribution and with the per Kettle, the charmingly appointrequest to "preach the Gospel." Mr. ed tables with decorations of tulips
Nylander's book "Orchids of Maine" and other spring flowers, and the de
ls one; of his best known writings and lectable menu, winning expressions
anyone wishing a copy may get same of admiration from all Much credit
either through the local garden club for the success of the entire meetor by communicating with the Perion ing goes to Mrs. Orbeton. president
Club of Presque Isle who sponsored of the Rockland Oarden Club, which
the publication.
acted as the' hostess club.
(Continued from Page One)

In a flash the Evil One stands re transports of ecstasy, wander about
By RICHARD CROOKS
The Eaust legend, of a man bar splendent before him, announcing the garden, but she refuses his ad
Ford Madox Ford, rotund British
tering his immortal soul tor the re himself at the philosopher’s service. vances. Mephlstopheles, anxious to
author, told the New York Gourmet
turn of youth. Is old—just how old Is it gold and glory he wishes? “A gain yet another soul, raises bis
Society last week that “People can
nobody knows. Certainly it must treasure which contains all others,” arms and calls upon night to anvelop the lovers in Its voluptuous
not be amiable with their fellows if
date from a time soon after sensitive
folds, and upon the flowers to quick
they are not properly fed." Mr. Ford
men, beset with the Infirmities of
en, with their subtle perfumes, tbe
age, began longing tor the vigor of
has been studying food and writing
pulse of Marguerite. She naively
their younger years. Faust made
about it during many of his 63 years.
plucks the petals of a daisy In the
the trade, and paid the price.
He goes on the principle th a t “a man
age-old game of "he loves me—he
Our own world has its millions of
loves me not,” ending with a cry of
should not eat high cooking until he
Fausts, bitter with the realization
joy, “He loves me!” Faust folds her
can cook." Though Mr. Ford can 1
that they have grown old, eager to
in his arms, but Marguerite Is fright
pay any price to regain the years that
cook, he is an advocate of salads.,
ened by the passion ue has aroused
have slipped so silently Into the
maintaining that if you put enough j
and begs him to leave her.
p ast How many are there who
olive oil on your salad you need not |
Mephlstopheles appears and rails
would not do in reality what 1, as
at Faust for letting Marguerite gain
eat much else. Mr. Ford's first book I
Faust, do when I raise high Mephlsthe safety of the house. He bids him
was written when he was 18, and he
topheles' draught and my white hair
wait and hear what Marguerite tells
and beard and formless black robe
has been writing ever since. As edi
the stars. From the window of her
dissolve
and.
again
a
young
student,
tor. first of the English Review, later
chamber M a r g u e r i te breathes.
I stand brilliant and handsome in
of the Transatlantic Review, he
"Haste tbee to return! • Come!”
my scarlet doublet snd hose?
Faust rneihee to the wintKr# and
brought men pke D H Lawrence
It ts easy, this illusion, once you
clasps her In his arms. The lovers
and Ernest Hemingway to public at
learn to pull tbe rip cord at the right
are enveloped In the blackness of
Instant But In real life, pulling the
tention. Tradition says he taught j
night, silence broken only by the
rip cord means paying the price. And
Joseph Conrad how to write English.
sardonic laughter of the fiend In the
the price Is not only the tragedy of
•• ••
RICHARD CROOKS
garden.
the old man thinking himself young,
For the period Jan. 18 to Feb. 15,
Pkoto G’*it Lutt~
Marguerite Is filled with shame at
i
grasping tor pleasures beyond reach
according to the Baker Si Taylor I
and disdaining those rightfully his, replies Faust, "I desire youth!” Very her betrayal, even though she and
ONE OF T H E O LD G U AR D
sales report, these were the best sel-1
but the wreckage of his own and the well, he shall have It for practically Faust are still deeply in love. She.
nothing—his
soul.
Faust
hesitates
ORTRESS
of
San Felipe over for the colonies met caravans com
whom
all
revered
for
her
purity,
ts
lives of those who love him.
lers. How many have you read:
looking Cartagena, Colombia— ing from ail parts of the Caribbean
It was this thought perhaps, that until Mephlstopheles conjures up now jeered at for her love affair
Gone With the Wind by Margaret
| part of tbe fortifications which loaded with treasure — mule teams
moved Gounod to compose the work the vision of a beautiful and inno Valentine returns from the wars and
Mitchell; The Late George Apley. by
j guarded tbe ships from Spain while with gold and silver from the glttwe shall give at the Metropolitan cent maiden, then eagerly signs learns of her shame and swears ven
John P Marquand: Drums Along the
Opera next Saturday in the matinee away his soul. He raises a goblet to geance upon his sister’s seducer.
] they loaded loot taken from th£ j teriug palaces ot the fabulously
Mohwak. by Walter Edmonds; Yang
performance to be beard over tbe his lips and Immediately Is trans Mephlstopheles. close behind Faust,
palaces of Mexico and Peru. Around wealthy Incas In r'uzco. Peru, and
National Broadcasting Company by formed into a radiant and impetuous sings an Insulting serenade In her
and Yin. by Alice Tisdale Hobart;
this
sixteenth century city—fea Trom the Azte capital In Mexico,
courtesy of the Radio Corporation of youth, elegantly clad and eager for garden. Valentine rushes forth, bul
The Man in the Blue Mask, by
tured
In fortnightly cruises between emeralds from Colombia's rich
is mortally wounded in his duel with
j mines, and pearls from the Carib
America Let me tell the story and adventure.
New
York and California—rising bean, Indigo, tobacco and cacao
Anthony Morton; Cards on the
He soon meets up with Mar Faust. Dying, he curses the unhappy
you may Judge for yourself.
straight from the sea Is a giant wall I from the fertile New Worlt fields,
Table, by Agatha Christie; The
It Is night and F aust old and guerite, whose vision he beheld, at a Marguerite.
ranging from fifty to sixty feet In i While the ships were in port there
Broken in mind by tbe tragedy ot
Street of the Fishing Cat. by John
weary of life, pores ever an immense village celebration. Prayer book tn
height topped here and there with j were sixty days of excited barterFoldes; Rose Desprose, by Sheila ■ tome Baffled by the riddle of exist hand, she wends her way rather tim her life, Marguerite kills ber child
fortresses
and pierced at the base ' ing. then the vessels left for Spain
when
It
is
born
She
is
condemned
idly
th
r
o
u
g
h
the
merrymakers.
ence
and
depressed
with
the
empti
Kay-Smith; Black Land. White
with underground tunnels leading to : and tbe mule trains wended their
ness of learning, be siams It shut Faust offers to escort her, but with to die. F a u s t w ith the help of
Land, written by H. C. Bailey; I
•Continued from Page One)
the heart of the city.
tion of the State constitution, in
and raises a cup of poison. "With a touch of coyness she refuses. He Mephlstopheles. enters the prison to
I slow way back to New Granada, and
The Sisters, by Myron Brinig. For
this draught.” he declares bitterly, stands as one transfixed and forgets urge her to escape. Her heart Is
Under the protection of these Panama, carrying clothes and toots
creasing from 10.000 to 30.000 the
Non-fiction: How To W in Friends
his
previous
eagerness
tor
the
joys
members of the House in 1929 The number of required signatures on refilled with joy at the appearance of
"1 am still master of my destiny!"
walls at the time of tbe conquest and other necessaries back to tbe
her lover and she sings fitfully of
With the coming of dawn, a group of of the flesh.
ships from Spain laden with goods I colonies.
and Influence People, by Dale j
father represented the Union class ftrendum petitions.
bul was
They meet again in Marguerite's their first meeting. Then she notices
happy laborers and maidens pass his
Carnegie; An American Doctor's
and the son was a member of the presented by RepreBentatlve Clevewindow^ and. filled with tbe joy of garden. Her brother, Valentine, has the fiend In the shadows and prays
Odyssey, by Victor G. Heiser; The
Portland delegation They returned land sleeper J r of
living, raise thanks to God "What departed for the wars, leaving her for protection. “Marguerite!” cries
Hundred Years, by Philip Guedalla: j
in the same capacities in 1931. T h a t;
. .. .
can God do for me?” sneers Faust, in the protection of Marthe, a well Faust; but Marguerite has fallen
Lancer at Large, by Francis Yeatsthen bursts Into a curse upon heav meaning but foolish matron, who dead. “Condemned!” gloats Mephls
year Franz was made speaker of the
a bill to create a State bureau of
ens and earth. "For me, give me soon is beguiled by Mephislopheles' topheles, but he is answered by a
Brown; The Nine Old Men, by Pear
Hcuse. Two years later, in 1935. identification in the State police deflattery. Faust and Marguerite, In chorus of celestial beings, “Saved!”
Satan!”
son and Allen; Live Alone and Like J
1
they both moved to the south wing partm ent was given its first and
4
10 II 12 ,3
9
1 2
<0 7 e
5
It, by Marjorie Hillis; The Bible. |
......
of the Capitol and became members second readings in the House. The
edited by Ernest S. Bates; We or
14
lb
15
by William Hopkins. Donald Stone
the Senate. The father represent- bm, which had been pased to be
b
bordering the Atlantic th a t its people
NORTH HAVEN
They, by Hamilton Armstrong; Be
sold candy at the door. The enter- ecl Knox County, while the son was engrossed in the Senate, will be preseem temperamentally amphibious,
Mrs. Edith Bloom w tnt Friday to
i
17
19
loved Friend, by Von Meek and
and draw their strength as much visit her brother. Gerald, in Boston tainment netted $27 for the school a member of the Cumberland County sented for its third reading tomorrow.
Bowen; Inside Europe, by John Gun
Mrs. Mervyn Snow and children senatcrial delegation. The father The measure would permit its police
from the sea as from the soil. The and her sister. Mrs. Russell Reed, ic
20
21
23
22
24
ther
are visiting relatives and friends in came hack t0 the Senate and had the , and sheriffs to take fingerprints of
commonplaces
of
workday
and
rest••• •
Stafford Springs. Conn.
Cincinnati and Tennessee. Mrs. Carl satisfaction of helping to elect his son persons suspected of crime.
i7
2b
28
29
Of special interest to young stamp- day are one by one described in
Mis. Eva Crabtree and son Roger,
Bunker accompanied them to Rock- t0
honcrable position of attorney
. . . .
Coffin's
own
detailed
searching
collectors is Random House's an- J
were supper guests Thursday of Mr.
iz
The House enacted bills to create 1
general."
30 II
14
33 sUsS 34
nouncement of Edna Turpin's new ] method We watch the people bank and Mrs George L Quinn Mr and land.
junior
non-resident
fishing
licenses,
Alfred Dyer sustained a badly lac
Quln„
jolned the
57
book. "Lost Covers." which combines1thick firs against the clapboards of
A bill creating a State Bureau of tc prohibit trapping and shipping of
40
39
36
Jb
erated thumb while recently engaged
an exciting story about a missing their houses to keep the winter wind group for a congenial evening
Identification in the highway police wild hares or rabbits from Hancock 1
in machine sawing
42 43
Confederate stamp with a delight out. W’e are witness to their cidet41
Herman Crockett suffered an in
department was passed to be engrossed and Washington counties, and to
Lighthouse Keeper Raymond Mor
ful narrative of modem American pressing. on drowsy October eve jury Friday when a two-foot stick
yesterday in the House. The measure prohibit the sale of deer or parts
rison and Greta Morrison were visit
44
45 4b
family life in the romantic setting of nings. their grinding scythes at fell on his foot. »
was reported favorably several days thereof to marketmen. provision i
ors Monday in Rockland.
Richmond. Va. The book will be lopsided wheels, their setting out
A comedy entitled. "The Bold Buc
ago bv the Judiciary Committee, to dealers, or restaurateurs.
4§
5d
47
48
Notwithstanding the hign seas and which it had been re-committed after
lavishly illustrated with line draw with clam-hoe and clam-basket, caneers" was presented Friday night
iw
Other
bills
enacted
in
the
House
their
busy
preparation
for
a
visit'
to
ings by Victor Perard, and over 33
in Library hall by the grade pupils heav>' winds Tuesday, the North Ha- QoV Barr0Ws had said he believed it were:
I
55
53
54
52
reproductions of rare Confederate town. The treatment of ihese simple In Arthur Lawrence's room. Those ven tnade her schedule trips as usual, migTtt mean added State expense The
To authorize the Maine automobile
sktnps. especially loaned for use in activities is often fanciful as well as taking part were Richard Bloom
58
59
bO
57
bl 82
5b
At the session of the Friendly Bible committee reported the measure a ' association to change its organiza
is s s
this book by August Dietz. Sr., re authentically factual.
William Hcpk:ns, Robert Crowell. Class Sunday it was voted to second time in its original form, how- tion form.
u
p
“In most of Coffin's georgics. eriiu,
b3
b5
nowned stamp specialist of Rich
Curant Dyer. Grace Beverage. Caro- to make March 21 "Church Sunday " ever. The bill would empower police
To prohibit use of gill nets larger |
phasis is laid upon character H i
mond.
b7
analyzes Nature's effect on human lyn Greenlaw Dorothy Thayer, and Invitations have been sent to the and sheriffs to take fingerprints anc than one and one-quarter inch mesh
ba
• • • •
Marion Carver Richard Bloom re- Knights Pythias. Sisterhood. Grange photographs of persons charged with in pocumpus and western grand
Random House, too. believes that nature, especially on the lonely mem- cited “How the Parson's Horse Won and Unity Guild to co-operate in this
comqjitting crimes or suspected of be- lakes.
70
71
the Abbe children have found rivals | ory-fllled old man. Or on the young
the Race."
Burtis Brown. William special effort. There Will be singing ing fugitives from justice. Senator; To annex Hurricane island to
I
boy
who
sits
on
the
stoop
and
in Pauline. Petrove and Posy Fossil,
Hopkins and Marion Carver sang a by ladies choir under the leadership Roy L. Fernald of Winterport spon- Vinalhaven.
the three lovely characters in Noel munches his supper while listening
H O R IZ O N T A L
H O R IZ O N TA L (Cont.)
V E R T IC A L (Cont.)
trio and Burtis Brown gave a vocal of Barbara Stone. The pastor will sored it.
1-An undertaking I
19-lnsane
51- Man's name
Streatfield s "Ballet Shoes." a story , to a late thrush and pondering hjs
selection
accompanied
on
the
guitar
preach.
10-A
serpent
(pi.)
52- Alive
21-Transports
to,
c b m ? "TH E VICIOUS CYCLE" j
of the theatre for children, which Jfuture; who gropes through the fog
14- A diving-bird
54-lndia (abbr.)
23-By
will be published within the next to lead the cows back; or who mar
15Grades
56- Exist
26-Apple centers
I >
( tee Friday reported that petitions
.
vels
a
t
the
phosphorescent
mirks
15-Segment
57- lngenuity
few months. It is said th a t "Ballet
28- Raved
>
I filed by wholesale beer distributors ' ' h a t Good Is \\ age Raise
17A
male
descendant
58- A duct (A nat.)
29- Swell or heave
Shoes" should be highly instructive Imade by stepping on rockweek in the
in a move to reduce the increased [
18Prohibit
60-lnterjection
If Living Costs Jump
30- President (abbr.)
to children interested in professional dark.
19- Metrie measure
•> beer tax contained insufficient "law
63-Sphere of action
31- Recollected
Higher?
“His subjects and sentiments being
careers as dancers or actresses.
20Pieced
out
65- Kind of lens
33-Pronoun
ful signatures" to place their pro
•• ••
22Chum
66- The armpit
3 5 -An American painter
what they are. Coffin's technique is
posed Initiated bill before the Legis- !
23A
dance
67- A membrane
37- Permi» to live
Boys who come home from sum necessarily governed by the utmost
Scotia. N. Y . March 15
I lature. Petitions filed with an initi24- Very
68- Semi-liquid food
38- River in France
mer camp with a pet squirrel, snake, simplicity. His mastery of colloquial
’
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
25Period
of
tim
e
69- The dye indigo
| ated bill by the distributors, seeking
39- Combining form.
or turtle, and then wonder just how phrase is unquestionable. Just as
(abbr.)
70- Kind of cheese
Hundred
Friends, I am going to ask ■one
to decrease the 16-cents-a-gallon tax
27-Fatigued
and w hat to feed them, and what to minstrels of the Middle Ages were
71- To separate
40- Feminine auffix(Fr.)
(
to
eight
cents,
were
reported
by
the
question
and
I
believe
It
will
give
you
29Separate
(abbr.)
43-Mascu|ine (abbr.)
do when their pets become sick, will redundant in reciting to a popular
V E R T IC A L
30- Pair (abbr.)
committee to contain less than the a little food for thought, so if you
46-Timid
find everything they w ant to know audience. Coffin drives his theme
32-Hawaiian
food
!-Otherwise
48-High (Mus.)
required 12,000 lawful signatures of will answer it fairly and squarely and
in Robert Snedigar's forthcoming hard I t must be realized, of courak
34- Swiss river
2A secluded spot
51- Decrease
/,
voters" The distributors filed 14.000
35Universal
light
3Sounds
book on the care of small animals. that this redundancy, which meticul
to your own satisfaction I am quite
52- Constellation
names.
36Having
recourse
4H
alf
an
em
53- The darnel (pi.)
Mr. Snedigar is connected with the ous poets frown on. is partly respon
sure that it will help you do a lot of
39-A card (F r.)
5- Preposition (abbr.) 55-Moon-goddess
Museum of Natural History in New sible for Coffin's considerable popU»- ■
deciding about this Supreme Court
41W
ife
of
an
emperor
6- Seaport of Morocco 57-Kingdom In Asia
The committee reported it found
issue.
42- Comes into view
York, and has undertaken to write larity on the lecture platform and in
7- Pertaining to Italy 59-Structure for storing
"not more than 7769 apparently law
44Resting
places
8- Series (abbr.)
fodder
the book because of the countless , the periodical column. He fills the
To you really imagine th at Mr.
ful signatures on said petitions.” The
45- Puts in peril
9- Plural suffix
61- Slash
number of requests received at the needs of those who want poetry uh
Roosevelt would have said th at our
47Mistress
(abbr.)
10- lmitates
committee ruled, therefore, that no
62- Robust
Museum for just such information. derstood.
Supreme Court Judges were too old
48- Metrie land measure 11- Perehed
64- Note in Guido's scale
properly initiated measure was before
49Sainte
(abbr.)
The book will appear in the fall.
to properly carry on their duties and
12-Those who offer for 65- Prefix. Thrice
’’Coffin has a firm and somewhat
the Legislature and that no action
50- A compass point
acceptance
68- Grand Duke (abbr.)
•Random Housei.
th at the function of the Supreme
admirable resolution to preserve the
relative
to
the
beer
tax
could
be
(abbr.)
13- To strap a razor
69- Three-toed aloth
• • • •
Court
is
"out-moded"
and
of
the
stern, plain traits of the men he .
taken.
Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt proudly calls his kindred and bis
"horse
and
buggy
days"
if
those
same
(Solution
to previous puzzle)
• • • •
have been besieged by publishing rep kind;
The Maine Senate Thursday voted Judges had approved of Mr. Roose- modity prices; in fact that the cost of I
resentatives to write their memoirs.
25 to 5 to retain the use of the world velt s attcmPl 40 Put through laws living should be controlled. We are
These are my people, saving of
•T hat is the very last thing in the
| "vacationland" on Maine s automo- ' that came lntx> direct confllct
going to accomplish just nothing if
emotions,
world I would dream of doing," said
the terms of our Constitution?
[bile registration plates.
the Capitalists and Industrialists
With their eyes dipped in the Winter
Mr. Lunt politely, but firmly. It
In plain words don't you think that are permitted to "gang up" and ad
ocean.
. .
The upper branch turned down the
would have been a mighty interesting
motion of Senator Marion E. Martin our President in those rather mislead vance those costs in proportion or in
volume!
(R) of Penobscot to substitute her ing and ambiguous "fireside talks” a greater proportion than the ad
••• •
bill,
which sought to eliminate would have lauded the Judges of the vance of wages.
A first edition of 15.000 copies of
As a matter of Illustration—in what
vacationland,"
for the unfavorable Supreme Court in a convincing and
"Beloved Friend: The Romance of
vociferous manner if they had per way do we benefit if our wages are
report
of
the
committee
on
publicity.
Tchaikovsky and Nadejda von Meek"
The Senate accepted the "ought formed as a "rubber stamp" for every advanced from $100 monthly to $129 ’
has been exhausted in advance of
I not to pasa report of the committee, thing that Mr. Roosevelt wanted to each month if our living costs ad- ■
publication, and another printing of
j Senator Martin previously sup- put over arid classify as part of "The vance from $95 to $117 per month?
lD l C l N l s f 15 l
1C.OOO copies has been ordered This
You can readily see the vicious cyple
i Ported the bill at a public hearing. New Deal?"
is in addition to the huge Book-of4
As you may know, there are times will remain unbroken; huge profits
Todaj, she told her Senate colleagues
the-Month printing. The publishers
Garbed in house slippers and a work shirt, Grace Moore swings "Minnie i there was a general “feeling through when many of us prefer to allow for manufacturers will continue with
When we need new laws to make
are offering a Steinw'ay Grand Piano
others to |do our thinking for as be out interruption, and with that finan legal any new deal measures that may
the Moorher" while Cary Grant tiekles the Ivories in the new musical pro out the State by many citizens” that
as first prize in a contest based on
cause it is the easier wa*- but we cial "big stick" they will relentlessly come in conflict with our Constitution,
duction. "When You're In Love.” There are Jerome Kern and classical num the word should be taken off.
this book.
should all try to realize for ourselves continue their efforts to control the then the people themselves should
In
supporting
Senator
M
artins
• • • •
bers in the film too.
motion, Senator Fernald referred to th at the function of th e Supreme Government, and deny a fair living amend the Constitutidn to suit, but at
Those who were privileged to hear
"the cost to the taxpayers for Maine Court Is not to pull with the Presi wage to the workers.
all costs let's fight any of these poRobert P. Tristram Coffin in his
Besides swinging. "Minnie
the i artist, wbile other roles are dealt with publicity," and suggested the publici- dent and Congress but its position
lit.cally motivated attempts to tam 
recent lecture before the Methebesec
opera star beautifully renders such
■-1’ skilfully by Aline MaeMahon. Henry tv appropriations for the next two must toe neutral and apart and inde
If Mr. Roosevelt is really sincere, per with our Supreme Court and its
Club will be particularly interested
masterpieces as Schubert's "Sere Stephenson. Thomas Mitchell. Cath years might be “cut" $50,000. Fernald pendent of our Chief Executive and honest and unselfish in his efforts functions. When the American peo
in the publication of his new book of
nade,’’ "One Fine Day from "Mad arine Doucet, Luis Alberni and others. said "We should give serious con- of our Political Representatives. If to give the workers a “New Deal.' ple want a Constitutional amendment
poems “Saltwater Farm" from which
The story concerns an Australian sideration to this," and punctuated it should function in any other way then we want to back him up in that will be beneficial to our welfare
ame Butterfly." “Siboney," “Vissie
he read several of the delightful
Darte" from “La Tosca." the "Waltz epera star who is forced to leave , his remarks with the assertion that either today, tomorrow or 50 years such efforts, whether they be in the and our progress, it is not going to
poems contained therein. Kerker
Aria" from "Romeo and Juliet." and America when her passport expires. | "We must stop paying for depart- hence, then it is time for the Am“ri- form of the N.RA. or any other alpha take as very long to put the Amend
Quinn in his review comments: "Mr.
I "In the Gloaming." All these be Going to Mexico in a desperate at- mental publicity and
can people to find out just w hat L betically designed processes and laws, ment over, but let us make known in
Coffin's new poems tread a path half
publicity
sides two excellent new popular num tempt to phenagle her way back i n , agents."
wrong and correct any trouble with but a t the same time we want thesa no uncertain manner that our Su
way between the ruggedness of his
bers by Jerome Kern. "Our Song" and order to sing at an important festival,
things put over in the right way. We preme Court must not be tampered
‘Tf we are going to have publicity great dispatch and promptness.
notable ‘Ballads of Square-Toed
"Whistling Boy."
her scheme falls through. As a last agents," he said, “let's call
We the American people should all must not let Mr. Roosevelt or anyone with under any circumstances.
Americans- and the reticence of his
Evelyn Kaye
(
them
Mis Moore is perfectly supported resort, she becomes a citizen by marry- that and not fish and
pull with the man we elected to the else do things to our Supreme C ourt1 Ocod luck and let us hope that
Pulitzer Prize volume ’Strange Holi
game
ARDENIAS and accordion pleats
with
a grand story by Robert Riskin ing an American artist, whom she pays wardens."
Presidency of the United States pro that will break down its effectiveness whatever we do is going to be for the
ness.’ More than ever before his
add a celestial touch of Spring
J'*. .;1
• • • •
viding he is really trying to do some- and rob our people of the protection best interests of our Country and the
to the magic strains of Evelyn’sof “Mr. Deeds" and “I t Happened ’ $2000. From then on, it's anybody's
gaat to focussed on a tiny segment
featured on Phil Spltalny's One Night" fame. Cary G ra n t is Just | fight, with the audience always win-; Tlie House passed to be engrossed , thing for us In the right way.
that is vital to our liberty and to our American people!
of Amwiea Every piece Is sharply “violin,
Hour of Charm" on Mondays at right a s a hard-drinking A m erican nlng. a d /
a.JiiH U» amend the referendum see
We all feel that food prices, com- happiness as free men and women, 'f
I . O W, Carpenter.
lo c a liz e d in a Main# farm d istrict, w lp .r o (&S TJ ever NPC- •*
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, Every-Other-Day
VIN ALH A VEN

WALDOBORO

ROCKVILLE

TH E FLOOD MENACE

The sympathy of the neighborhood ’ Mrs. Gladys Grant is a patient in
Palm Sunday will be observed to Freshets Have Rolled Down
is extended Mr, and Mrs F. W. Rob- I the S tate Street Hospital. Portland,
morrow at Union Church. The pasW orld’s Rivers Since Noah
' tor, Rev. N. F. Atwood, will preach
bins in their recent sorrow, the death where she underwent an operation
of their daughter, Mrs. Mary Robbins foi appendicitis.
! from Luke 19:41. There will be speand the Ark
! cial anthems by the choir. A vocal
McDermott of Camden.
Chester Jones has returned from
| solo, "The Palms" will be sung by
The floods on the mighty Missis
F C. Maloney is employed by the Rockland where he has been visiting
! G. Ernest Arey. The evening service sippi and its tributaries are only the
Points of Personal Interest T o Every Motorist
Walker Grain Co. in Rockland
relatives.
will be a Fanny Crosby Memorial latest of countless freshets th a t have
Miss Nellie F Stevens, superin
Mr and Mrs. Earle Spear and
By a National Motoring Authority
JCrosby hymns will be used and at.
tendent of the State School for Girls, Miss Dorothy Spear have been pass
Copyrighted
rolled down the rivers ot the world
appropriate message delivered by
in Hallowell was a caller Wednesday ing a few days in Warren.
since a Mesopotamian flood about
j the pastor
Frederick C. Russell
on Mrs. D. A Sherer.
4000 B C. gave rise to the Biblical
Miss Florence Orff is enjoying a
At the Latter Day Saints Church.
The Chatanso Club met Wednesday
It's bad enough to be treated like own ignorance of its care, operation
story of Noah and the Ark.
trip to Florida in company with
Gerald
Webb
will
preach
Sunday
with Mrs. F. C. Maloney as hostess,
“From the frigid waters of the far
a flat tire, but lucky is the husband and of the rules of the road?
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Connell of Wes
night from the topic, “Christ's T ri
Mrs. E. H. Perry, Miss Mabel Oxton,
away
Lena
in
Siberia,
where
natives
Visitors Not So Speedy
terly, R. I.
who isn’t treated like a spare.
umphant Entry into Jerusalem."
Mrs. E A Sherer and Miss Olive TolI build houses on stilts to escape the
T hat the out-of-State motorist
The High School resumes sessions
Easy At The Start
The attendance was large at Union , sprlng rise of the itream tQ th f lush
man attended Refreshments were
drives faster than local motorists is Church circle Thursday. Housekeep- Jungles of the Amazon floods are an
Monday after a vacation of two
Riding home with a motorist who
served.
a fact which most traffic observers
Mrs. Adeline Rider of Camden weeks.
kept the car's speed down to 20 miles accept without questioning. The ex ° |ers were: Hilma Webster. Dora Bo- , ever. recurring s t a t i o n . " says a bul1
Macintosh,
and
Sadie
|
letln
from
the
Washington,
D.
C„
spent Tuesday with her brother j Mrs. Virgil Wallace was hostess
an hour in second gear for a half tent, of this excess, however, ranges , Roitbins
An entertainment was
i at the Thursday afternoon meeting
George Sides.
mile revived my belief th a t some own from one guess to another. But now , presented, entitled "The New Minis headquarters of the National Geo
graphical
Society.
Mrs.
Maurice
Hill.
Joined
by
Mr.
Susannah Wesley Society.
ers st.Ul have a heart for cold engines. we have the facts. A survey made of ter's Wife" with Mrs. Margie Chllles
Hill
who
has
employment
in
Milll. . . .
traffic in Connecticut has shown that
China's Floods Among Worst
in the title role, aided by a supportI t has encouraged me to remind readnocket, but is having a short vacation |
Alms of Junk)r Gard, n, „
ers th at because of the lag in oil v*-sitlnS- ° r through, motori ts’ m0',_ casl made up of Carrie Burns, Nellie
“In the tropics, periodic rainy sea
now returned to Rockland last Sat- 1
Those who attended the meeting
pressure the engine should be operatNickerson, Ruth Arey. Mrs. N. F sons send murky freshets to over-1
I urday after spending several weeks
miles per hour faster than do the Atwood, Georgie Roberts Mary L. | flow the banks of jungle streams. In
of the Community Garden Club
ed with every caution during the
I
with
Miss
Olive
Tolman.
natives. This is figured on the I Arey. Grace Lawry, Lizzie Kay nad Ihe Far Nortn, the mouths of rivers
, Thursday night at the home of Mr
initial starting period. This lapse of
I The village school children recently
average.
Iand Mrs. W. H. Crowell not only
time may run anywhere from 5 to 20 j
. j
Estelle Brown. All wore comic cos flowing into the Arctic Ocean stay |
enjoyed a few days' vacation, there
„ 1
1 We naturally expected the figures x
learned the alms of the Junior G ar
minutes.
| ___ ,______ ”
_____ . _ tu tries and the parts were well taken. frozen after the upper reaches have I
j being no session of school Monday
would show a wider difference. Ap- i
den Club but were also well enterIt may stress the point a little more
This was followed by a duet by H. L. thawed, damming up the water u n til!
Lynne Overman, the detective in "Murder Goes To College," comedy - j because of town meeting and Tuesday
parently more out-of-State drivers !
i tained by members of the organizaeffectively to say th a t in the first
Coombs and G Ernest Arey; a hu warm weather finally releases the: mystery story, has three suspects for clients, each of whom pay him a fee to owing to the storm.
are trying to observe speed limits and
revolution of the engine the variation
morous sketch by Cora Peterson and pent-up torrent. Other rivers flow ] pin the guilt on another. He's collecting from Purnell Pratt, dean of the , Class parts of the senior class, j tion.
bear in mind that they are not too
Mrs. Ronald Somes, who was in
in temperature between th a t of the familiar with the highways. The | Hazel
and comic _song in, quietly for years, only to flood su d -, college, in the illustration above.—odv.
: Rockport High School were assigned
strumental in organizing the Junior
bv Harrv L iCoombs Mrs I denly when unusual rains All their
oil in the crankcase and th a t of the visiting motorist may be excused on ,'costume
coslume Dy warr> **
Mrs
nv.r
.......- ■
■
Thursday and Miss Irje Hill has the
Oarden Club, gave a brief resume
burning mixture in the cylinders may
.h ., h . u
bts Evelyn Hall was pianist. A substan- headwaters and tributaries to over
grounds th at he is eager to reach his
overflow,
and
many
disastrous
floods
on
the
right
bank
is
mute
testimony
salutatory.
flowing.
of its activities, saying th a t the
be as much as 3000 degrees
tial
sum
was
netted.
destination. Also his car probably
Perhaps China holds the unwel- have devastated its banks, the worst 1to the frequency of floods which
members have taken for their ob
Ocean
Bound
Rebekah
Lodge
will
I t Speeds Up Wiper
is in good condition for a trip, and he
come championship for floods that ^ in g in 1501, 1787 and 1899 The i overflow the lowlands
jectives: To stimulate a greater in
WASHINGTON
When the windshield wiper slows is more apt to be making his Journey | hoId a Ucklng bee Tuesday at 230 in periodically produce greatest human Rhine, too, has risen at times to | “The world s second greatest river,
terest in gardening, to aid in the
Odd
Fellows
hall.
Members
will
take
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hayward and protection of our native trees, shrubs
suffering. The Hwang-ho, 'China’s sweep away homes, live stock and hu- j the Congo, pouring more water into
down and seems constantly to be mak in fair weather.
a box lunch. After lodge meeting
sorrow,' not only often overflows its ' m&n beings along its historic banks the sea than the Mississippi, has two j daughter are spending their vacation and birds and to conserve wild flow
Better To Use Pedal
ing its last gasp, do not be dismayed
there will be rehearsal of the work.
banks,
but even changes its course at
”In London in 1928. the peaceful floods a year, in May and November, with Mrs. Hayward's mother, Mrs ers. Their motto is “Coming to
In
speaking
of
the
two
general
ways
by the frown on the forehead of the
Miss Ernestine Carver returned
intervals.
One
of
its
floods,
in
1887.
Thames,
swollen toy rain and snow when the rains are heaviest. The Arthur Johnston.
gether is beginning: keeping to
less well-posted mechanics you chance in which the car should be started Thursday from Rockland,
The High School was closed Mon gether is progress; working together
and aided by high tides, caused the floods caused by the rains reach the
is
estimated
to
have
caused
the
death
uphill a reader asks why the plan of
The 4 As met Monday with Mrs
to consult! They do not usually fancy
day due to town meeting.
is success. "
of 900,000 people. Its channel last most serious flood in many years, lower Congo somewhat later."
feeding gas with the accelerator and j Lora Hardison.
-----------------taking a p a « a H th e j» livcLshield h,ad^ easing ofT on the hand bralce preferMrs Rebecca Arey will entertain J shlfted In 1852, entering the sea 185 The Thames has flooded at intervals ;
Miss Mildred Merrifield a mem
For projects the young people are
er in
ber of the faculty of Union High laying out a nature trail in the woods
able to using the hand throttle and | the Butterflies at her home to n ig h t.! mlles north of ite former mouth' an<’ sm^ lts flrsl r£corded
A D
TENANT'S
HARBOR
mechanism, and because it looks like
School, is passing a vacation at her of Captain Pollard and expect to
bringing death and huge economic
The Lena, draining 895.000 square
a tedious Job they often try to turn the foot brake. There are two reasons | Miss Nathalie Smith of Hallowell loss to thousands who lived in the I miles of northern S.beria into the
Baptist Church will hold at 10.39 home here.
start this Spring to beautify some
is guest of her aunt and uncle. Mr
it down when more Important work why the former plan is better
Charles Grinnell of Appleton a t spot that will make the town more
new territory Invaded toy the river, i Arctic Ocean, spreads to a width of a m.. morning worship, subject, "HU
In
the
first
place,
if
you
use
your
and
j
j
rs
Qscar
C.
Lane,
must be done to the car. But there
"The Yangtze, farther south, in 1911 '
to 20 miles in flood time, when Triumph." At 11.30 a m , Eible tended town meeting here Monday.1attractive.
is an easy way out for everyone con foot for the brake pedal it will have | £ g Dyer returned Friday from inundated a vast area in which it was ice on Its upper reaches melts before school, a growing school with a class
Mr. and Mrs. George Ames will j Those who took part in the proeer’i ^ _ J u » t'a » ly a "few" drops of
be sh lfu d over t0 the accelerator R ^ n d .
calculated th at 100,000 Chinese lost the ice at its mouth. This is cliar- for every age; at 7 p. m., happy hour soon be permanent residents of this from were Mary Stafford who spoke
penetrating oil to the shaft, injecting Pedal anyway- The other reason conMr and Mrs Leslie Sttnson of
acteristic of almost all the rivers of music and message. Music by the town
Ion 'Mayflowers;" Peggy Storer who
this from the outside.
cerns the general risk of using the c „ mden are visiting Mr. and Mrs. their lives and 3,750.000 were rend
that flow into the Arctic Ocean in- young people's choir and the ladies'
Mrs Calvin Bowes was guest Mon- told of "A Pansy Legend; Mary Miller
ered
homeless.
But
not
all
Yangtze
It may take a little while for th e , hand throttle. If you happen to
j ohnson
eluding the mighty MacKenzie of trio Message topic, "The Phenomena day , of her mother. Mrs. Arial Lin- who described the birds th a t winter
oil to work in, and a repetition of the j leave the throttle control part wa\
Mrs p auijne Schofield and son of floods are so destructive, and many
North America.
of the Crucifixion."
scott.
I in town: Olive Piper also stressed
oiling may be needed, but shortly out you w111 flnd more difficulty stop- R o l a n d are guests of her mother are rendered harmless by the in
"The Volga, draining 600,000 square
Rodney Boynton and Eleanor the preservations of wild flowers:
numerable
canals
in
the
rich
bottom
the wiper should return to its original
P;n8 the car in an emergency. Mrs Arthur Patterson.
! Boynton spent a day recently with Marjorie Colwell who described a
lands, while new layers of rich soil miles of Russia into the Caspian Sea.
speed. Binding is due to gradual.
Owners Ask Some Questions
Mrs. Elmer Simmers was hostess
| their grandparents, Mr. and |Mrs- nature trail and Marcia Benner who
are spread over the farms along the is no place for a boatman when the
accumulation of dirt and rust in the
Q k there gny way w stwp tbe Wednesday
to the Neighborhood
ice and snow melt in spring. In its
Arthur Overlock of South Liberty.
related a pansy legend.
river.
tube through which the wiper shaft
ieakage of oll at the frotU end of my Club.
lower course it flows between a high
Daniel Weaver has been confined
Community Garden Club next
“By
contrast
the
St.
Lawrence
in
’ motor car? I have installed new
The Non Eaters met Thursday with
runs.
to the house for the past three weeks meets April 15 with Mrs. Harold R.
North America, draining an area far right bank and a low left bank, and
gaskets and am certain th a t the Mrs. J. H. Kittredge
Hitch To This One
with the prevailing illness.
Smith.
exceeding that served by the Hwang- the fact that most of the towns are
A birthday surprise was given
Trailer fans will be interested to | tightening has been done expertly.
ho,
is
almost
a
floodless
river.
The
.
, ...
. ui.-h.c Still the leakage continues. K D. D. Wednesday night to William Chilles Great Lakes, really a part of the St.
know that one of the newest hitches
A. This can be stopped by remov- , at his home. Bridge and "63" feais in the form of a third wheel, tire , lng thp radiator and the timing gear tured the evening's entertainm ent Lawrence watershed, and the river's
equipped. Its
purpose is to take the cover then drilling a 7-16thinch hole Ice cream
and cake were
served.
large lakelike expanses, impound
the water and allow it to flow gently
.weight off the front end of the trailer, , through the motor plate. This allows Those present: Mrs. Louise Chilles.
thereby preventing the rear end o f ' the oil tQ
back int0 lhe pan M a Mr and Mrs. Charles Chilles. Fred to the sea. Only during an oc
the car from being pulled down. This j (aster rgte
and Muriel Chilles Mr. and Mrs Ed- casional spring ice jam is there high
not only helps save the rear springs
There is a great deal of noise !ward Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs. John water on the St Lawrence

YOU

AND

YOUR

CAR

Nile Floods Are Beneficial
■Of the car but prevents changes in around lhe (ront end of my car. One ;Chilles, Mr and Mrs. Harry Coombs, i
the caster of the front axle which, m i mechanic cialmed the front springs Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick. Birger
"The floods of the Nile, famous
'tu rn , would adversely affect steering | were shiftlng a uttie. but after having Magnuson. John. Priscilla and Harold 1since the beginning of written history.
Lacking a third wheel hitch of this i
cijps tightened the situation was Chilles and Mr. and Mrs. LaForrest !are a blessing to the Egyptian farmer,
sort the best plan is to load the as bad as ever. Can you offer a Maker.
Ifertilizing his fields free of charge.
trailer in such a way th a t it balances
h
Charles Robertson returned Wed But the blessing is not entirely un
enough to avoid dipping down at the
A. I think you will find that the nesday trom Belfast.
mixed, for on occasion the benevolent
frontIj eyes of the front springs are slip
Schools will close Friday for the 1 Nile has risen high enough to flood j
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
| ping sidewise on the rear shackles. Easter vacation of two weeks.
the streets of Cairo.
"Because
miscellaneous engine ] In other words, there is too much enu
Mrs Emma H. Smith has returned
“Like the Nile, the Indus, draining
noises are so often confused with | play a t the rear shackles of the front from Rockland,
a large part of northern India, floods
those produced by the valve tappets | springs. This can be taken up b>
each spring and deposits silt to en
Dr. Walter P Conley of Rockland, rich millions of acres of farm land.
I am now following the plan of in- inserting washers
Q. W ater continues to be lost out will be at his Vinalhaven office from When a sudden warm spell melts
serting thin strips of metal at the
the
overflow pipe of my car in spite the arrival of the -boat Wednesday snows in the Himalayas too quickly,
tappets so as to take up clearance.
w i t h these shim s in n ia re the valve, - of the fact that the cooling system j afternoon, March 24 until its depar- however, the Indus becomes a de- j
“f X X
X
>» » « » t - u h a .. i» „
3, - B
stroyer. Its floods have been known i
tinues I then know it comes from shown that water passes down through
to sweep whole villages away, strip
the soil from thousands of acres and
some other unit of th e engine and I j the radiator core freely. The lower
CUSHING
change the course of the stream.
have far less trouble locating its , water hose connection does not co source..
! lapse. The motor thermostat works , Mr. and Mrs. Eldrean Orff who | “In the jungles of the Amazon
properly, and I am careful not to have been visiting their son Rftlph watershed, draining two-fifths of
Try This Useful Test
put too much water in the radiator, and family In Cliftondale M ass, South America, some of the world's
Are you in the habit of taking S. A. A.
greatest floods roll down to the sea,
have returned home.
curves too fast?
A. Why not consider the possi- ) Mr and mrs. F D. Hathorne. Miss ' MMe noticed because, unlike the situThere is a simple and convincing, binty that the lower water hose is
Tfe, gnd Miss
HarrU of ation along the Mississippi, there is
test that will tell you th e truth about | too large? If water can be drawn too Thomaston also Mr. and Mrs. Milton not yet a vast population living close
this, thus possibly saving you a bad Ireely to the pump it is likely to be Robinson and daughter of Warren to the river.
accident. Simply ask one of your forced to the top of the radiator in j were cauers Sunday at Nelson W.
"During the rainy season, from No
passengers to close his eyes when you too great quantities.
vember to Ju n i, the river steadily
Fogerty's.
are entering a curve. If he says that
rises, inundating several* hundred
Mr. and Mrs. John Andiews of
he is very much aware that you are
thousand square miles of its vast
Rockport were callers Sunday at W.
MEDOMAK
turning, then the indications are that
flood plain. In some places the flood
A. Rivers.
your speed Is excessive. A blindfolded
Mr gnd Mrs
K R ^ a n of
j reaches a height of 40 to 50 feet
Mrs. Inez L Fogerty is much im
passenger should not be able to notice Cushing visited Sundgy wlth Mr,
i above low water level.
proved in health. She was able Fri
any marked change whether the car Killeran's sister, Mrs. C. H. Shuman.
"Its neighbor, the Orinoco, reaches
day to call on her cousin Mina A.
is going straight ahead or is rounding
: a similar depth in flood time and flows
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and chil Woodcock.
a curve—if speed for the turn is dren. John and Alice, spent Sunday
to the sea through nearly 50 separate
A surprise party was given J J. i
reasonable.
with Mrs. Osier's sister. Mrs. Linwood Fales Sunday night when his chll- | mouths cut through its low-lying
delta, some parts of which are floodTimberlake in -Portland.
Safer Ways To Signal
dren and grandchildren gathered to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Carter
and
,
pejorate
his
birthday.
Those
presi
ed contlnuously
The temptation to switch the head
.
______
“ TTnncol t - n n m
Densely-populated Europe has its
Mrs.
Roscoe
Collamore
were
in
ent
were
the
family,
Mr
and
Mrs.
lights to the far focu* when an ap
own floods, which in the past have
Friendship
Monday
to
attend
the
proaching driver falls to drop his
Irving Fales. daughter Barbara a n d ,
„
„ done serious damage. The Po. northson Richard. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth | ____ ____ ,___________
lights to the passing beam is such that funeral of Mrs. Josiah Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Nell Poland who have Fales and family of South Warren. j ern Italy's largest stream, has been
prudent drivers are commencing to
been
passing the winter with their Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson, Mr. held in check by dikes since -Roman
look to other ways, and safer ways, of
times, and 3.009,000 square miles of
getting attention from the thoughtless daughter, Mrs. Alphonso Willey, have and Mrs. Carl Fales and daughter
the plains of Lombardy are now so
returned
to
Loudville.
Helen of Friendship and Mr. and Mrs
driver who approaches. If your car
Mrs. Nora Cotta, Louisa Shuman Willard Fales of Rockland. Birthday protected from its overflow. Despite
is equipped with a special fog light,
this protection disastrous floods often
or some light th a t is focused along and IHoyt Shuman of Camden were cakes were in evidence with plenty of
have swept the fertile country along
visitors
Sunday
at
the
home
of
their
ice cream and a happy evening was
the shoulder of the road, it is a good
its banks.
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
L.
Shuman.
plan to switch it on temporarily.
spent.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall and
Danube Not Always Beautiful
Another way of attracting attention
V IN A L H A V E N A R O C K L A N D
is to sound your horn. Do anything son of Friendship were guests Sunday
"In
northern Russia, In 1824. a
S T E A M B O A T CO.
but yield to the temptation to retali of Mrs. Bramhall's father.
T e le p h o n e 402
R o c k la n d , M e. disastrous flood of the Neva took
Edgar Hagerman of Waldoboro R e ad D ow n
R e a d U pthe lives of
ate. No good can come of that.
10.000 people in St. J
P. M .
spent Sunday with his father on O rr's A. M .
Petersburg
(now
Leningrad) and
5.30
L
v
S
W
A
N
'S
IS
L
A
N
D
..............
A
r
8.00
Father Knew Brttt
Island.
8.30 Lv S T O N IN G T O N
..................... L v 4.40 Kronstadt. In 1840, In France, floods
I am indebted to a woman motorist
Mr. and Mrs. Max Sidelinger ot 1.30 Lv N O R T H H A V E N ................ L v 3.30 of the Rhone and Saone swept away J
Lv V IN A L H A V E N
.................... L v Z.45
for an excellent suggestion to begin Massachusetts were in town recently, 8.15
8.30 A r R O C K L A N D
.................... — L v 1.30
many villages and flooded Lyons, 1
S
u
b
je
c
t
to
c
h
a
n
g
e
w
it h o u t n o tic e
ners. She tells me that her father called by the death of Mrs. SidelinAvignon, Nimes and Marseilles. A
passed along the -idea to her when ger's grandfather, Byron Studley.
flood on the Seine in 1910 caused
she was learning to drive. “Remem
Kenneth Nichols spent last week
damage amounting to $200,000,000 in !
ber," he said when she first dared to end at his home in Brooksville.
W E BU Y
Paris and the total of dead is un
take the wheel, "this car is inanimate.
known.
OLD G O LD
It doesn t do anything until you di
‘The beautiful blue Danube some
rect it to."
CLARENCE E. DANIELS times becomes the furious flooded
Is there any -better way to convince
JEW ELCB
Danube In 1811. twenty-four villages
the newcomer th a t one has nothing to
370 M A IN S T ,
ROCKLAND
in Hungary were Xwept away by its
fear from the automobile, only one's

READ THE ADS

THE N EW CHEVROLET
is a m o d e r n e a r w ith
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES

C h ev ro lrl's IV rfrrteil H y d r a u lic Brakea

C h ev ro let's exeluaive do u b le-artien lated
b rak e shoe linkage aaaurra a full eont a r t of th e brak e lining w ith th e d ru m s
w hen b rak ea are applied.

are un brlirvalily aoft am i e a sy I o o p e r 
a t e — alw ays d e p e n d a b le — a lw a y s safe
an d positive in a n io n .

Dem and
Perfected Hydraulic
• Brakes on your
new car
FOR ECONOMICAL TIANIFORTATION

P ressu re teste d tu b in g a n d h eavily
arm o red piping tra n sm it b ra k in g p re s
su re from th e m a s te r c y lin d er to the
fo u r wheel cy linders, w hich ex ert th eir
pressu re to ex p an d th e tw'o b rak e
sh o e s—assuring p e rfe c t eq u alizatio n .

C h e v ro let’s com posite cast-iro n an d
steel b ra k e drum * and one-piere b ra k e
shoes w ith large braking su rface an d
w eath erp ro o f sealing, are over-size—
b u ilt fo r h eav y d u ty an d long life.

GENERAL MOTORS INSTALLMENT P L A N MONTHLY PAYMENTS TO SUIT YOUR PURSE

CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION.

G^tral \1atari Sab, Corparotvn, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

S E A V E I W G A R A G E , IN C .
689 M AIN ST.
Barker’s Garage, Union

THE

ONLY

ROCKLAND

Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven

COM PLETE

T E L 1250
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston

C A R -P R IC E D

SO

LOW

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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Services at the Baptist Church for
Capt. Ernest M. Torrey underwent
Advertlaemente in t h ia column n o t to I
Son of Rockland Woman Is ticeed
Palm Sunday will be: Bible School at j a third operation Friday morning at
three llnee inserted once for 23 R '
cents,
three tlmee for 50 cents. Addi
Co-Author of “We re Sail tional lines
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for sale.
9:45; morning worship at 11, subject the U S. Marine Hospital in Port
five cents each for one time
10 cents for three tim es. Six words Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
ot the pastor's sermon taken from land. No definite word as to his
gallons.
Mackerel and herring barrels
ing In the Morning”
make a line.
••:-?4-:”5-++-;-++.;-r-'."S-;";-4-y4-;-4-+++++++++++.>+^
and kegs.
Heads dropped Inside If
cne verse. Phil. 3:10. "The Fellowship condition has yet been received.
desired. Already to forward. Also In the
Wills allowed: Charles G. Weaver.;
W eaver.; sented by Alton E. Bodge, admr ; j From the Stephen Daye Press of
Market to buy drums. HENRY A.
Mrs. Walter Carroll has returned
of His Suffering." The music will in
THORNDIKE. Newport. R. I.
33-38
late of Camden, deceased. Lucy J Fred J. Taber, late of Rockland, d e - ' Brattleboro. Vt., comes a book which
clude, "The Palms" by Faure with trom a visit with her son and daugh1929 Hudson m otor and parts for sale.
Weaver of Camden appointed execu- 1ceased, fourth, fifth, and sixth Trust i has a touch of Local interest, in th a t
incidental solo by Raymond K. ter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. 'Howard
B. COHEN. 35 Tillson Ave.
34*36
trix; Lillian B. Mortland, late o f ; Accounts presented by S tate Street one of the co-authors, Ed Carlson,
Greene; soprano solo, “My Task" by Carroll in Augusta.
HOUSE ju st out of city; 8 rooms. 2
baths, heat, lights, garage. Ideal for
Rockland, deceased, Lewis iH. Johnson Trust Company of Boston. Mass.. is the son of Mrs. Helen H. C arl
Ashford. Mrs. Fred Butler. At 7
BLACK and tan hound; white and summer home. Write A. M, CourierMrs. Elizabeth Spear of Camden
w a rm * e very c o rn e r
of Madison. N. J . appointed exr.; trustee; Wilder W. Perry, late of Cam son who conducts that charming black hound and Spitz now in possession Gazette.
34*36
o’clock the pastor will use as subject. was a recent guest of Mrs. Addie Ru>=s
of humane officer Hastings. Owners may
o f t h e ro o m . . . .
Stephen G Prescott, late cf Rockland, den. deceased, first account presented little shop on Rockland's Main street have same by paying charges, Tel.
HALLETr-Davis piano for sale. In first
“A Jew and A Samaritan Contrasted and mother. Mrs. Eliza Jones.
33-35 class condition, price reasonable. Tel.
deceased. The First National Bank of by Charles A. Perry and Harold S. known as The What-Not Shop. Mr. 1146-MK.
The Junior Choir will lead in hymn
. 182-R.
34-36
Mr. and Mrs. C S. Beverage and
Carlson
combining
forces
with
Jim
Rockland
appointed
e
x
r
;
Leslie
D
Davis,
trustees.
T h e H e a t ila to r Fireplace c ir c u /a f e s
singing.
BARGAIN express body for truck for
R
Senator Obadiah Gardner of Augustai
h « a f t o e v e ry corner o f the room and
j sale ROCKLAND TALLOW CO, Tel.
Petitions for probate for will filed )Coolen has produced "We re Sailing «
Ames, late of Camden, deceased. Mary
Douglass Walker attending Yale spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
1270-W.
31*39
to a d jo in in g rooms. Operates lik e a
C. Ames of Camden appointed execu fcr notice: Walter F. Bisbee, late ot | in the Morning." which is the inti- ♦
Medical School arrived home Friday Charles Gardner.
w arm -a ir furnace.
A correctly d e 
TWO parlor coal stoves for sale cheap.
trix: Carlotta Adams Burns, late of Camden, deceased. Fred A. Swan of mate and unvarnished account of a
Tel. 156-4 Thomaston.
32-34
signed fo rm around w hich m asonry is
to spend the spring recess with his
At the Baptist Church on Sunday.
b u ilt.
E a s i e r t o b u i l d — a s s u re s
Rockland, deceased. John W. Burns Camden named exr.; Mary Blair State of Maine sailor on shipboard
4
DINING set for sale, 4 chairs, buffet
parents. Mr. and Mrs. lee W. Walker.
CASH register In any condition, large and pedestal table. Price reasonable
S M O K E L E S S operation
C u ts fu e l
Palm Sunday will be observed with
j of Rockland, exr.; Nettie E. Small. Keep, late of Chicago, Illinois, de- and ashore.
or small Address P. O. Box 83. Bruns- Inquire 140 South Main street.
34*36
bills
Costs b u t little m ore th a n
M r . and Mrs. Albert Thomas and the pastor Rtv j ojin jjyssong. using
wick.
Me.
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Jim
Coolen
left
a
Maine
farm
a
t
i late of Owl's Head, deceased, Edna ceased, James C. Hutchins and Robo rd in a ry fireplace. Thousands in suc
—
:----------------- ——-------- - . ! MEDIUM sized Glenwood coal range
son, Dean of Lynn. Mass., called on as sermon subject. “The Royal E n fy
GIRL wanted for general housework for sale; slightly used, excellent condlcessful use. Ask us for com plete in 
M. |Small cf Owl's Head, exx.; Dean trt a . Gardner, both of Chicago. I ll. the age of 15 to see the World. Now. and
care of children, apply a t 6 Brook- tlon. T. S. LAWSON. 30 Chestnut street,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Shaw, recent- -nt0 j erusaiem ;- special anthem by
fo rm a tio n .
34-36 Tel 1043-J.
34-36
C. Osborne, late of Camden, deceasea. named exrs.; Susie O. Bisbee, lat? oi 15 years later, he has sailed in al side Ave .^am den. Maine
ly enroute to Glenmere.
the choir. Bible School at 12 noon:
JERSEY or Guernsey _eow wanted for j ' NEW^nllch cow (Guernsey) with calf.
Sade E. L. Osborne of Camden and Camden, deceased. Fred A. Swan of most every type of vessel afloat, and
oSjtVtV
15
I. R , pullets. H. S 8 years old. good milker, good quantity
Democratic Town Committee will Christian Endeavor at 5 45 Mildred
Lewis L. Fawcett of Brooklyn. N. Y., Camden named admr. c.t.a.; Herbert has hit most of the shipping ports SMALL, Tenants Harbor
34*36-tf , ALMOND HALL. St. George.
34-36
meet in R O. Elliot's office, on Main g utier leader. Subject of the 7 p. m.
appointed exrs.: Katherine Lynn Me- g weaver, late of Boston Mass., de-j or four continents. Thestories he
PRESSERS on pants or coats wanted.
TWO-story 10 room house, good cellar,
Apply to foreman. MR DIDINO. J. B large garden, good location; price
street. Monday at 7:30.
service of worship. "A Visit to Cal! Innis. late of Rockland, deceased, j ceased. George A Weaver of Water-1tells are of the ships at seaand the
PEARSON CO.. Thomaston.
32-34 T M. WHITMORE. 7 Union St., RockServices at the Federated Church var}. ••
' Timothy E McInnis of Rockland.; town Mass., named exr.; Obed B. Jmen <n their fo'c'sles.. They were
— port, Tel. Camden 2592 .
34*36
for Palm Sunday will be: Church
waiter Nutt is at home from
e x r; Nellie F Manning, late of Cam- Fuller late of Hope deceased, Agnes hobos and jailbirds, good men and g
,r
GOOD. dry. hard, fitted wood, under
ROCKPORT. MAINE
, cover. $8 SO cord. FRANK ERICKSON
School at 9:45; morning service at Keene. N. H. to spend the weekend
den. deceased. Franklin C M anning; L.
, Hart
Har, of
of Hope
HoDe named
named admx.
admx c.t.a.;
c.t.a.; I bad- Jim - writing his own story, re- - ♦
I Route 1, Box 70. Thomaston
34*36
♦
11. subject: “The More Excellent wllP jjjg mother. Mrs. J. C. Davis.
of Camden and Florence M Philbrook j Udson G. Fish, late of Camden, de- membered some of the tales of his I
I
OAKLAND coupe for sale. In good
Way. The anthem will be. Blessed
y lle generaj science class of the
, condition, cheap for cash. C E GROTH e a tila to r F ir e p la c e
of Rockland appointed exrs ; Samuel ceaied, Frances S. Fish and Clarence shipmates and tossed them in for « ■
TON, 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M
Is He T hat Cometh, by Nolte. Eve- Hjgll
attended the open house
Tibbetts, late of Camden, deceased A. Fish, both of Camden named exrs ; good measure. Once in a while he
3 2 -tf
FOUR or 5 rooms to let at 53 Cedar St. i
ning service at 7 o clock on the topic Tj1Ursday at the Camden Telephone
Raymond W. Tibbetts of Camden, ap Melvin C. Cline, late of St. George, comes ashore with his mind made Newly painted and papered. Rent reason- ! BUTTONS, machine covered 36c doz
able.
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LAITINEN.
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t
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"Symbols of Victory.’
office.
pointed exr.
deceased. Ella F. Cline of St. George up to find a steady job and stay in
THREE heated rooms to let. furnished ! NICE quality hav for ^ai?S8 Der ton at
At St. John's Church services for
The Trytohelp Club will enjoy a
one place. He stays for two or three St PVetl'y war w hed' Ca" 8t 14 °? a n. S barn' OEO E REDMAN 3? PM.ln St
Petitions for administration grant named exx.
WARREN
Palm Sunday will begin at 9.30 a. m . CQvere(j dish supper Monday night
a t., Tel. 578-W.
______________34*36 Thomaston.
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weeks
"on
the
beach"
and
then
goes
ed: Estates, Melvin H. Oilchrest, late
Petition for administration pre
MalnA^ JUPSH&
Te, m 'w
' 7 LO’AD7 f~ ir7esh horses ,or »»lf- als<>
blessing, distribution and procession at
g apitS[ vestry in connection
Earl Spear and daughter Dorothy i of St. George, deceased. Edward sented for notice. Estate William G. back to sea again.
Main St. J. H MEL\ IN, Tel. 273-W. 21 two used tractors. C. M. BURGESS
oi palms, sung Eucharist and ser- wi[h jts meetjng
“Jim Coolen took me literally when ° » y s t
______________________ 32-tf Union. Tel. 6-4.
32-34
of Waldoboro, have beenguestssince jD Hilt of St. George, admr.;
Frank Washburn, late of Thomaston, demon; 5 p. m„ special musical service
-Guidance was the subject of a Tuesdayof Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
FURNfSHED second-floor heated apart- : M A N 'S f in e , h e a v y b la c k b ro a d c lo th
Cunningham, late of Washington, de- cea£ed Elizabeth B. Washburn oi I suggested th a t he write a book,"
m ent to let. 14 Masonic St.
32*34 coat, m ink lined. Persian lamb collar.
said Ed Carlson of the Portland Eve
,
_
. . . talk given before the High School spear in East Waren.
ceased. Herbert L. Grinnell of Union. Thomaston named
admx.
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A son. Eugene, was bom last Sat- adrar- d.b.n.; Carrie A. Poland, late
Petition for license to sell real
_________________________________ 29-tf Omctt* office.___________________ 132-tf
i
"A ndante
hv Tmirx Rnssaii Mnton 1X311 Proctor of Portland. urdav at The Lucette. Thomaston of Union, deceased. Ethel Poland Hall fstate presented for notice; Estate used to come into the newsroom and
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
FIRST floor furnished apartm ent to
solo. "Andante" by Tours. Russell president of Westbrook Junior Col- t0 Mr and Mrs H ubm Snow of
| of Union, admx : Olive E. Horsley, late u t u M
late of
Mass _ spin yarns, and I told him he ought let In Laurlette. $40 per m onth. Tel 405 boats. New parts at a savings. All parta
sold
on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
Young. Ail are invited to attend. lege.
28-tf
of Thomaston, deceased. Ernest M deceased, presented by Zadoc L. to write it all down. Hi* brought me
SAVE YARD, INC.. 1887 River S t , Hvde
Warren.
Services for Holy Week will be Mon
SEVERAL
unfurnished
apartments,
Park,
Mass.
152*38
a
pile
of
sheets
in
longhand,
with
Horsley of Thomaston, admr.; El- Knight, admr.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Thomas and
four to seven rooms, to let; desirable
The pier and ice breaker have been I
, . , . , _. _
day. Tuesday. Wednesday and T hurs son Richard returned Wednesday
VICTROLA w ith records for sale.
,
t ..
. bridge K Winchenbach. late of Thomstories
sticking
out
everywhere
at
locations;
rent
reasonable.
Tel.
1159
Petition for allowance presented
24-tf Walnut, console style, excellent condi
day. 7.30 a. m.. and 7:30 p. m.; Good night from a business trip to Boston. put in at the new bridge over the 1aston. deceased. Leila W Smalley of
loose ends. ‘You got the education,
tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
FIVE-room apartm ent at 253 Camden 4 P m _________________________148*tf
Friday. 12 to 3 p. m. and at 7:30 p. While there they visited the Flower Georges on the Middle road, and it j Thomaston, admx.; William W. Case, for notice: Estate Arthur v . John pal You make the book.' So Jim
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.
hot
water
heat.
Bath,
lights,
garage,
ston.
late
of
Washington,
deceased,
is reported that the steel Is being j
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
m.; Saturday. 9 a. m. and 4 p. m.
jlate of Rockland,.deceased. Mary H presented by Blanche M. Johnston ot wrote it and I pulled it apart and garden patch, (18 m onth. MRS. FROST. tion 31600; 8-acre farm, good building
Show.
Tel. 3i»-W_______
26-tf
laid.
The meeting of the Baptist Ladies'
3800
; 70-acre farm, good buildings 31600.
put
it
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again.
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it
is.
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Wardwell
of
Camden,
admx.;
Elling
Mr. and Ms. Ben Morong are in
FURNISHED heated apartm ent to let Any of these for small payment down,
Circle next week has been cancelled
Tlie annual inspection of the E A ton L. Carver, late of North Haven. Washington, widow.
the product of his many voyages, and two rooms, bath. 15 week. FOSS HOUSE balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY Tel.
Portland called by the illness of his
Petition for change of name preTel. 330. 77 Park St
tf 1154, 283 Main St.
because of Holy Week.
26-tf
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x>hiiin t Rrown o f N o r t h
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---------recently
Mr. and Mrs Walter E. Bowe have father.
und™ eFred
m 7 nMorong.
^ ^ o n who
”at'the”
u“ S Wednesday following a supper at Haven. admr ; [ ydia A. Hathorn. ta t. ’sented for noticf : Jessle L Joh“ on what he refers to as my 'education.'
USED pianos, uorlghts. for sale, or to
From
this
point
on
its
Jim
Coolen
let for the season. Phone us, Rockland
of Rockland Name to be changed to
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
returned to Belmont, Mass., after
980. STONINGTON FURNITURB CO
George F. Cobb Auxiliary of o[ St George. deceased. Granville N
j speaking "
Marine Hospital.
Their young ^6* a30.
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Jessie L. Robbins.
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daughter Barbara is staying with her
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Knox street.
S.U.V
cf
Rockland
are
invited
to
at
Real
Estate
_____________
3425.252
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Coolen some 10 years ago when he
bert A. Borneman. late of Thomaston,
aunt. Mrs . Augusta Korpinen in
and Bonds ................ 5.803.387 15
William Blaine Webb. Jr of M in
tend. The inspection will be by Mrs. deceased. Orchard S. Borneman of ward A. Seavey, late of Warren, de was looking for a ship himself, down Stocks
Rockland during their absence.
Cash In Office and Bank
499.582 09
ceased.
first
and
final
account
pre
nesota and Leonard Pierce of Port
Agents'
Balances ..................... 357.034 41
Nellie Fairbrother of Camden, the Waldoboro, admr. d.b.n.; George A
at Sam's Shipping Office, on P o rt
sented
by
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E.
Seavey.
exx.;
ArInterest
and
Rents
30.615 80
land, are weekend guests of Miss M ar
department personal aide.
Ames, late cf Appleton, deceased. VTlIa P Skinner, late of Warren, de- land's Fore street. He made two All Other Assets .....
25.615 07
Honor Parts Awardsd
gery Ellen Mills at her home on Mam
The Mystery Sewing Circle of Mys Alvah E. Ames of Union, admr. d.b.n.;
NOTICE To Mariners—The name of
North Atlantic trips, and a coastwise
Gross
Assets
.........................37.141.486
95
ceassd.
first
and
final
account
pre]
Senior
Class
parts
were
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Screw Yacht Dauntless Official
street.
tic Rebekah Lodge will meet at the Mary A. Ames, late of Appleton, de sented by Eula M Skinner, admx ; trip ° n a COal bOat' trying 10 get the Deduct Items not Admitted 409.084 93 Oas.
Number
229871. has been changed by
• • • •
Thursday morning at the High
permission of the Director of Navigation
sea out of his system, so Jim Coolen
I O O F hall. Monday afternoon, with ceased. Alvah E. Ames, of Union,
Admitted ........ ...... .............36.732.402 02 to Crlshaza. LOUISE N ORACE, IslesEdwin F. Nash, late of Warren, de
Holy Week will be observed with School.
supper at 6.30 served under the di admr.; Margaret E. Kane, late of ceased. first and final account pre regards him a t least a greenhorn
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1936
boro, Maine.
31-34
union services in the Methodist
Miss Roberta Holbrook, daughter
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $94,544 00
sailor.
rection of Mrs. Herbert Waltz. The Rockland, deceased. Lewis W. Bcsse oi
NOTICE—I will pay no bills other th an
sented by Edna L, Nash, admx.; Roy
Church Tuesday and Wednesday, of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook, with
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.915.181 20 those contracted by myself after March
meeting will be Monday night, the Rockland, admr.; Richard Herbert H Gould, late of Union, deceased,
The book attractively gotten up All Other Liabilities ......... 182.250 00 ; 18.
1937. HIRAM BLACK. Waldoboro.
and the Baptist Church Thursday a rank of 92.79 was awarded the
men of the order to furnish refresh Crocker, late of Camden, deceased.
contains many exceptionally fine Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
34*36
first
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i nd Friday. The speaker Tuesday valedictory: Irja Hill, daughter ot
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NOTICE—This Is to notlf}’ all persons
pictures
from
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made
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ments and entertainment
Sarah S Payson of Camden, admx.
Herbert L. Grinnell, admr.
will be Rev. Corwin H. Olds of Rock- Mr and Mrs. Peter Hill of Rock
that after this date I will pay no bills
Petition for license to sell Real]
such men as Kenneth Ripley. Samuel Total Liabilities and Surplus36.732.402 02 except those contracted by myself
Telephones were installed this week
land. and for Wednesday. Miss Amy ville, rank 91 2 was chosen salutaIRVING
McLEOD, Spruce Head. Me.
Chamberlain, Ralph Blood. John
at the homes of Raymond Borneman. Estate granted: Estate William Hood
UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE
March 18. 1937
Sherman also of Rockland.
torian.
Daniels
Jr.,
and
Carlson
himself.
The
London
Assurance
late of South Thomaston, deceased,
34-36
Grace Chapter. OES.. meets WedThe other two high raking stu- 14-31 and Mrs. Florence Oxton 43-21.
99 John Street, New York, N. Y.
, --------------—I------------ v—
book is bound to make a definite ap
,
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CURTAINS lacc or ruffled done by
Mrs Christine Barker. Miss Mar presented by Sidney O Hurd of South i
nesday in Masonic hall, at 7:30.
dents were L. True Spear Jr.. 89 and
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hand Will hang like new. 30c pair. Tel
peal to those in whose veins runs the Mortgage ASSETS
Thomaston, admr.
Loans
---------- :. $16,000 00 588-M. I l l Pleasant St.
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Edward Oxton, of Rutland, Mass.. Barbara Noyes, daughter of Mrs. E. jorie Spear and Miss Eleanor Good
and Bonds .................. 7.785.223 66
love of the sea and particularly so to Stocks
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Cash in Office and R an k
4QQ SR9 no
W ATCHMAKER watches, clocks, anwin were supper guests Thursday of
arrived here Wednesday and is at r . Noyes. 88 10.
Maine seafaring folks. Incidentally Aunts' Balances
™ ™ ” ‘“I"*’: »“ klnd_s.__rcpalred CalL and
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remainder of the month.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook is visiting at
Methodist Birthday Party
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in the shelf arranged for the Methe; Blackman, admr.
Friendly Club met in the Methodist
Bv Chuck Cochard
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Rodney
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Gross Assets ........................ 39.222.615 95
These who attended the annual
Petition for guardian granted 1
besec Club whose study subject this Deduct
Items not Admitted 499.661 26 land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
vestry Wednesday night during
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
birthday party of the Methodist Brazier in Thomaston
season is "Sailing Through History."
Estate Elizabeth Anne Breen et als.
which two quilts were knotted. Plans
2f-tf
Admitted ....... .................... $8,722,954 69
Leland Peabody who has been ill. ' of Rockland. Carrie S. Breen of Rock- I All filmland has turned its back
Church Wednesday night were enIn extending congratulations to
OUR leading policy, which Is a conwere made to sponsor an evening of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1936
thusiastic over the excellent program is able to be out.
on “Going Hollywood." No longer do Mr. Carlson for the delightful book Net Unpaid Losses
land appointed gdn.
S636 414 54: tllct"n’ake r- P»y’ benefits for Illness,
progressive games in the Congrega
1150 95563kt lnJu r>'- hospital, nurse, surgeon's fees
presented by Mrs. Blanche Morton of j Mrs. Hattie McFarland is recoverPetition for license to sell personal ; film stars speed through the streets wc include his mother who must be Unearned Premiums ..............3.159.255
328 476 27
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estate granted: Estate Wilder W .' in $25,030 automobiles, build homes -----------------*1
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Mrs. John <7. Mason, of North
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Easton. Mass., the former Miss 'Mar- calisI Her varied repertoire and her
w arren Grange worked the first Perry, late of Camden, deceased, preCompany.
Our salesmen make good
because we also sell Life Insurance to
Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,722,954 69 children
garet Hanley,
and -------second —o---degrees on
UUCJ, of
UI this
UAixa town,
ivnii, who
w
waavj graceJul and pleasing- manner of de- ----- two- candi— , sented by Harold 3. Davis and Charles potentates and make front page
and
adults, all forms Commis
31-S-37 sions and renewals
Earth" for next year's Academy
Room for several
spoke on “Some Massachusetts G ar- llvery furnislied an evening of rare dates Tuesday night. The third and A. Perry, trustees
more full and part time agents. Write
enjoyment.
Accounts allowed: Addie E. Jipson, headlines with parties that rival the Award. Put it on your "Must See"
fourth degrees will be worked on the
or see. W W MORSE. Vice President.
dens” before the Thomaston G arden
The musical recitations "The Soul same candidates next Tuesday with late cf Rockland, deceased, first and revels of a pagan prince.
Fidelity Building, Portland. Maine
list.
Club last summer, has been elected
30-35
J
of the Violin" and "Zingarelia " or s George Grange invited. A har- final account presented by Edwina F.
Homes, in many instances today,
president of the Garden Club of
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late
ot
Ever
since
th
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"Pretty
Melody"
are ranches which are self-support
Easton
‘ ne uypsy rlower u *rl' me jauPr vest supper in charge of the court
' Rockland, deceased, first and final ing and market garden truck, alfalfa, sequence in "The Great Ziegfield,"
Miss Beverly, daughter of Mr. and in costume- showed her abiIity at 1,s officers will be served
PETER HENDERSO N
Mrs. Frank Grant, celebrated her best and were heartily encored '
St. George Lodge of Masons meets account presented by Edwina F. Jip prize poultry and cattle. It is con all the Hollywood producers have
son. exx.; Nancy Emma Davis, late of
been trying to outdo it. The latest
eighth birthday anniversary by en Other numbers which she gave were Monday night.
Friendship, deceased, first and final sidered smart to be economical and effort is on the part of Director
G e n era l A d v ic e
tertaining several friends at a party Ishort recitations “Family Traits,"
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. White enterWednesday afternoon at her home on "Home Run" and "My Lady's Gown" tanied as guests at dinner Thurs account presented by Rodney S Davis, safe investments have replaced wild Mark Sandwich, who conceived one
PLANTING that makes a house
admr.; Emma H. Bisbee, late of Rock speculation.
for the new Fred Astaire-Ginger
Main street. The games played in- and l *° ^ OUPS ° f vocal solos- In lbe
day Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby. land. deceased, first and final account
a more desirable home for a
eluded beano and prizes were award- first 8rouP were: "The CaPtive" by
Ginger Rogers drives a modest Rogers vehicle. "Shall We Dance."
Mrs. Ada Spear of South Warren.
family, is also increased in value
presented by Homer Robinson and coupe to work accompanied by a
setting is the engine room of a
ed Misses Jean Cushing. Josephine Lal°: "C01" 6 t0 the Fair ' by -^artin;
many times the actual cost of
Misses Lizzie Winslow. Winnie Wins
Benjamin
Knowlton,
admrs.;
Emma
I
secretary
or
maid
and
minus
the
large
ocean
liner
where
tons
of
steel
Mitchell. Catherine O'Connell. G er- 1,1 a Garden Hawley.
the improvement.
low. and Mrs A T. Norwood. Music B Farnsworth, late of Camden, de
• • • •
trude H an'ry and Doris Vinal. Lunch
The second &rouP was composed of
liveried chauffeur and glittering machinery move in rhythm. Com
was enjoyed during the afternoon.
ceased, first and final account pre- equipage which would have been the pletely mechanized with Sandwich's
DO NOT BE too formal in your
was served and the table decorations March 17 by Quinian The World,Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall and
planting arrangement. A care
were done in pink and green. The ly Hope Men Set Their Hearts On
choice of a star of her magnitude in conception. _ the "syncopated engine
Miss Avis Maloney of Pleasant Point
fully worked out informality Is
the early days of films. Her new roem" swings into rhythmic action
other guests were Misses Shirley -from In a Persian Garden." by
Wednesday evening with Mr
often the most attractive be
TESTED STOCK. R. I. REDS. Barred
rh
a d b o u m e Gwendolyn
Gwendolyn jacKson
Jackson ana
and Lahmann and "Dennis" by
pasied
wnn m i .
home is an unostentatious abode such as Astaire sings the George and Ira
Chadbourne.
/ Richard- and
Mfsweane-aa> wevening
Perkins.
cause it more closely approaches j Rocks and Hall-Cross strain day-old
tested pullets.
CARL NELSON, Tel.
as might have been designed by any Gershwin song, “Slap That Bass,"
Jean Elliot.
son- Miss Edna Gregory of Rockthe natural.
Guests Sunday at the home of Mrs
714-W, 310 Llmerock S t_________ 28-tf
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conservative business woman. Ditto with a negro chorus, and continues to
Mrs. Dawson Brewer, who has la«d furnished the musical backYOUR one opportunity to get Maine's
William Stickney and Mrs. Helen
for Sonja Henie. Carole Lombard.
match tempo as the star dances.
been spending three weeks with her ground for the readings and the High
ROCK GARDENS are desirable
superior chicks Open dates limited, so
Hilton were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
place
your order now. Prices most
but
keep
in
mind
that
much
of
K
atharine
Hepburn
drives
a
station
•
•
•
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father. Levi S. Griffin in Stockton School Orchestra rendArri seuerai
: reasonable Call and see our chicks, a
Stickney of this place. Mr and Mrs
the
charm
depends
upon
its
wagon to and from the studio and
hatch
every
Tuesday. Also complete line
Springs, returned home Friday.
selections.
June Travis denies any matrimoni
Ralph Stickney. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
naturalness and it takes genius i of poultry equipment, special discount
invests her earnings in sound securi al inhibitions, claiming that when
The Baptist Woman's Mission C i r - ! Following the program refresh
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
to
customers.
Demand Oll-O-Stat,
Marsh and Mrs. Clara Lermond all
to create a natural looking arti
world's largest selling brooder stove,
ties under the advice of financial ex she meets the right eligible she'll
ed will be held in the vestry Tuesday ments were served under the direc
ficial
rock
garden.
sets
new
highs
for
safety, convenience
of Rockland.
perts. Even Ann Shirley. 18-year-old marr>- him. The gossips can't identi
at 2 o clock. The time will be de- ti°n of Miss Marion Weidman and
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and economy Maine Pioneer Hatchery.
Mr and Mrs William Cunningham
Union, Me , A. C. HAWES. Prop. 26-38
star, lives in a modest bungalow less fy the lad who's been squiring P a- l IT IS NOT generally known that
voted to White Cross work.
[Mrs. Linthel Lane, assisted by Mrs.
have returned to Shrub Oak. N. Y.
CHICKS and hatching eggs from
elaborate than that occupied by some tricia Ellis about, and that's plenty j Holland’s renown for bulbs start
Mrs. Robert H. Libby and Miss Orra Burns. Miss Dorothy Burns.
pullorum clean Reds for sale. E C .
after visiting relatives here for the
of the technicians on her pictures unusual. Tyrone Power and Sonja j ed when Dutch adventurers I TEAGUE. Warren, Tel 13-42.
24-38
Rebecca Robinson motored Thurs- Miss Helena Upham and Miss Florpast week.
brought the first bulbs from the
and isYuying annuities.
BARRED Plymouth RocicT hatching
day to Boothbay Harbor where they ence Wentworth.
Henie cuddle so close in the front
eggs and day (^d chicks. ALBION WOTEast Indies three centuries ago.
Fredric March lives on a budget I seat of hls car th at th„ e ,s room for
called on Mr. and Mrs. Paul Abbott.
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which enables him to make specified four more persons.
A goodly number attended the were in the form of a poem composed
IF YOU ARE bothered by cats
savings for two children, for himself
supper served Thursday by members by Mrs. Delora Morrill, one of the
Qen.ui.ne £ n q r a v e t)
• • • *
and dogs in your garden, spray
and for Mrs. March when he decides
of the Federated Circle in the Con- older members of the church.
with nicotine solution as the
The hottest gossip in the filmland
to retire from work.
gregational vestry. Mrs. Weston
-----------------odor is distasteful to them. Use
seems to be the fact that G reta
In other words, Hollywood is be
1*4 teaspoons of 40% nicotine
Young. Mrs. Orvel Williams and Mrs. ! A large and beautiful line cf Easter
Al T h e L o w e it P ric e ! in H t ilo r y l
Garbo lias been lunching with Leo
sulphate In a gallon of water.
coming a sound place to live.
Nichalos J. Anzalone were on the cards. The Studio Shop. Rockport,
pold Stokowski quite frequently.
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supper committee and were assisted
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Stokowski is the Philadelphia Sym 
JOIN a Garden club. The Inter
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Butler and Mrs. Warren Knights. In Keller; auditor. Charles M. Starrett.
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A PRETTY AFFAIR

O C lE T Y

Burdell’s Dress Shop
16 School Street,

Rockland, Me.

Birthday Banquet At Metho
dist Church Wins Laure’s
For the Women

Rockland’s Finest Cleaners

L A M B ’S

The women of the Methodist '
Church have been responsible for
many successful occasions, but it is (
doubtful if there has been a prettier
Mrs. Laura Maxey was hostess to 1
INVITE YOU TO
one than the annual birthday ban
the A. H. Newbert Association last
quet which was given in the vestry
night, 30 members being present. An
Wednesday.
' excellent picnic supper was served
Each month of the year found ex- 1
j under the direction of Mrs. Florence
BECINS TODAY
pression in the prettily decorated
____________
' Philbrook, Mrs. Millie Thomas, which
tables, where were set forth some oi I
. ..
. . . . .
. .
.
i was followed by “63." The next
FOR EASTER
the nicest chicken pies th at ever dis- 1
Miss Dorothy Howard who has (
J
„
. . . . .
.
meeting will be April 16 at Temple
We are happy to celebrate this event by giving
appeared into human tummies.
been at Knox Hospital for an app?n,
.__ hall.
Housekeepers will be Mrs.
The January table under the charge
dicitis operation, returned W ednes->
y
our customers
Vivian Hewett, Mrs Gertrude Payson
of Mrs. Ethel Richards and Mrs.
day to her home on Rankin street.
, and Mrs. Gertrude Boody.
Leona Whitehill featured an Eskimo
2 0 '; DISCOUNT
scene; February, in red and white
St. Patrick's Day was pleasantly ]
The beano party scheduled for
with valentines was under the direc
observed at 149 Pleasant street Wed
Tuesday night at the home of Mrs.
from regular prices for these days
tion of Mrs. Laura Buswell and Mrs.
nesday night when Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth Barton will be held next
Fern Horeysack; March, St. Patrick’s
Hurley D. Oliver entertained friends.
You will find all new spring merchandise for
I Monday night at the home of Mrs.
decorations, Mrs. Margaret Rackliff
Bessie Church, T street. This party
and
Mrs. Thelma Stanley; April,
Mrs. Edward Gonia, Mrs. H. R.
your selection
j is for members and friends of Ander
with jonquils and pussy willows as
Mullen and Mrs. Frank Fields won
BEAUTIFULLY CLEANSED A N D PRESSED
son Camp Auxiliary.
decorations, Mrs. Lena deRochemont
the Chummy Club card prizes when (
SUITS
DRESSES
KNITWEAR
and Mrs. Lela Worrey; May. with i
that organization met this week with
FO R NEXT W EEK ONLY
Mrs. Lou Regnier of Camden was
maypole. Miss Madlene Rogers and i
Mrs. E. W. Freeman.
the guest of Mrs. Rogert Seliger F ri
Mrs. Grace Lurvey; June, with a ]
day afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
bridal party, Mrs. Ruth Hoch and
The Nite Owls will meet Tuesday 1
Seliger entertained at bridge Friday I
Mrs. Vincie Clark; July, featuring In- I
with Mrs. Earl G rant, Mechanic
I evening Miss Grace Poland, Fred
dependence Day with red. white and I
street. Members are asked to prepare
| Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nelson each hour will call to mind the hours j
blue. Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt and Mrs
AROUND
THE
WORLD
for more "serious channels."
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Butler. High of our Lord upon the Cross.
Shirley Rollins; August, orange and
.......
~ , .,
.„
1scores were won by Mrs. Nelson and
The annual meeting and mite box £ v e r y b o d y ’s
J
Attention Is, yellow nasturtiums. Mrs. Minnie j
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess I
y
y
.
. . .
. .. . Mr Butler. Consolation to Mrs. opening of the Women's Foreign M is-'
Cross and Mrs. Lena Stevens; Sep
to the Thursday Auction Club this
34' It
sionary Society will be held at the
N o w F O C U S e dO
d O in r l i g h t o t
Butler. Refreshments were served.
tember. orchid and green with fruit
week.
_____
church March 30, as announced b y ;
Amelia Earhart
as the centerpiece. Mrs. Leona Flint. !
Mrs. Theodore W. Sylvester and the president. Mrs. Lydia Calderwood. i
Chapin Class met this week with [
and Mrs. Fannie Dow; October Hal- i
| mother. Mrs. Herman R. Winchen- There will be a short concert p ro -j The world's inhabitants—those, at
Miss Ada Perry, patchwork and sew
loween. orange and black. Mrs. Lorita ;
baugh, went Thursday to Portland gram, a stereopticon lecture on a ' least, who keep in touch with current
CAMDEN
ing occupied the time. The next 1
Bicknell and Mrs. Annie Eaton; No
where they visited Mrs. Winchen- foreign mission field, and the usual events—are, metaphorically speaking,
SU N D A Y -M O N D A Y -TU ESD A Y
meeting will be held .Tuesday night (
vember. Thanksgiving in orange and
Mrs. Helen Coleman is in Com
baugh's sister. Mrs. Theresa Shuman social hour at which light refresh- flying around the world with Amelia
Sunday
Shows
Benefit Welfare Fund Winslow-Holbrook Post No. 1
with Mis. Maude Blodgett, Talbot 1
brown, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and munity Hospital for observation.
who is a patient at the Maine Gen ments will be served.
Earhart. The Associated Press gives Mrs Ada Hopkins; December, in blue
avenue.
Mrs. Edward Goodwin is critically
eral Hospital.
FROM “MINNIE T H E M OOCHER”
some thumbnail facts in connection and silver with Christmas tree; Mrs.
ill at her home on M ountain street.
TO SC H U BER T’S “SEREN AD E”
Winston Pease of Port Clyde is at
with the flight. For instance—
Esther Dolliver and Mrs. Flora Beal.
Mrs. Anne Bosse Lurvey who has
COLLECT FOR CLUBWOMEN
Seaside Chapter. O.ES„ meets
Knox Hospital for surgical treatment.
Plane — Twin-Motored Lockheed............................... she’s ter-r-r-ific!
A spring table featuring the spring Monday night with a covered dish
been a patient at the Somerset Hos
Electra, costing $80,000.
Silver flowers was in charge of Mrs. Ward
A different Grace Moore than you've ever seen before goes to town
Keep us, O God, from pettiness:
The V.F.W. Post and Auxiliary wi’l pital in Somerville, N. J. the past
fuselage with orange and silver and Mrs. HaP. with Miss Amy Sher supper at 6:33.
in a merry whirl cf swing . . . songs and madcap romance! A riot
let us be large in thought, in
six
months,
is
now
in
a
private
home
Mrs.
Percy
Luce
will
entertain
the
hold a public beano party at K. of P.
of fun. frolic and frivolity from the deft-pen cf the man who gave
wings. Weight, loaded. 16.000 pounds; man Miss Faith Lurvey and Miss
word, in deed.
in
Neshanic.
N.
J
where
she
will
be
you "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" and "It Happened One Night!”
hall Monday night. The Auxiliary
15.C00-pound load on wings. Spread Ruth Marston caring for the chil ladies of the Methodist society Wed- t
Let us be done with fault-find
will have a short business session at glad to hear from friends. Her ad
nesday
afternoon
a
t
her
home
o
n
.
ing, and leave off self-seeking.
of wings. 55 feet. Robot pilot.
dren's table which was done in pas- I
dress is “In care of Polhoners."
SEE HER GO lOITlPLETELV IM ID U IP!
Mechanic street.
7 o clock.
May we put away all pretense
Gasoline Capacity—1151 gallons.
tel shades with bunnies.
and meet each other face to
The Congregational Good Cheer I
Range—Fully
loaded.
4000
miles.
An entertainment was presented
A chatty letter from Mrs. Freeman
face, without self-pity, and
Mrs. Irl Hooper has returned from
1Speed—150 to 200 miles an hour. Top for each month consisting of wel- JClass will meet Tuesday night with
without prejudice.
S. Young who is spending the win
Miss Helen Rich, Elm street.
a two weeks' visit in Sargentville.
speed nearly 220 miles an hour.
come, Harrison Dow; Easter greeting , Camden Lodge. K. P„ meets Mon- |
May we never be hasty In judg
ter in Sarasota, the famous Florida
License
Number—NR
16020.
ment
and
always
generous.
exercise. Parker Worrey, Jr., Kenneth '
Miss Mina Tower of the High trailer town; tells of a happy visit
Teach us to put into action our
Motors—Wasp, each developing 553 I Chavt0. Robert Chatto Evelyn Clark, day night for work in the rank of
School faculty is passing the week from Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W.
Knight. Supper a t 6:30.
better impulses, straightfor
horsepower.
| David Bicknell and Kay Stevens; j
end at the Rockport home of Mr. and j Thorndike, who were on their way
ward and unafraid.
Public card party a t Megunticook !
Radio—Two 50-watt sets, code and . due( Top O' the Morning, Margaret
Mrs Hans Heistad.
! ^rom Sanibel Lsland to St. Petersburg.
Let us take time for all things;
Grange
hall, tonight, Saturday.
voice. Call KHAQQ. Day phone Havener and Barbara Black; panto_____
I Mrs. Thorndike was well browneu
make us to grow calm, serene,
frequency. 6210 kilocycles. Night j mime old Sweetheart of Mine, Prizes and refreshments.
A shower was givep last night to I through coming to the beaches for
gentle.
frequency, 3105 kilocycles. Emerg- . j une Ames Arlene Rollins and Ken- 1 Harold Fairbrother is negotiating
Frances Young and Joseph Belmore | shells and had developed th a t a rt to j Grant th a t we may realize it is
the
little
things
th
a
t
create
ency
code set, 500 kilocycles, day and netp chatto; piano solo. Mrs. Ruth for the purchase of W. O. Hall's dry
Jr. at the latter's home in Cushing. ' an extent which would excite the
goods business and if the deal is comdifferences; th a t in the big
n’8h t1Ellingwood; piano solo, June Chatto; i
Those attending were Mildred Shan- | admiration of Norman W Lermond.
things of life we are as one.
! pleted. he will assume charge April
Flying
Time—Estimated
time
in
air,
Clark
trio,
Mickey
Mouse's
Birthday
non Vera Ames, Eleanor Ames. Ar- ! Knox County's famous shell special
And may we strive to touch and
1. Mr. Hall will retu rn to Dark H ar
170 hours.
Party, Evelyn and Harriett Clark
line Havener. Helen Korpinen, Stella i ist. Thriving Sarasota is greatly
to know the great common
bor where he was in business before
1
Distance—27,000
miles.
Airline
comheart of us all; and O Lord
with Edith Clark at the piano; vocal he moved here.
Young. June Cook. Phyllis Bean, pepped up over its trailer camp and
God, let us not forget to be
puted 25.579 miles.
; solo, Mrs. Ruth Hoch; assembly singLoomis Bean, Frederick MacDonald, derives further satisfaction over the
Maiden Cliff Rebekah lodge will
kind.
Sale tv Devices — Collapsible rubber ' irig of "The S tar Spangled Banner;”
Glenn Athens. John Mazzeo. Doug prediction made bv the manager of
meet
Wednesday night.
boat, quickly inflated; orange kite dialogue "Picnic Days," Kay Stevens
lass Ladd, David Curtis. Albert Pease, the Ringling Bros, and Barnum &•
The annual luncheon and recepIcr use as distress signal if forced and Evelyn Clark; reading, Miss
Robert Saunders, Richard Elling- Bailey circus that at least 50 cot
I tion of the Friday Club was held
down, flare pistol and flares, fire ex Madlene Rogers; recitation, Beverly
wood, Sonny Young. Beano was the tages will be erected on the 20-acre
Friday afternoon a t Green Gables.
tinguishers. drift indicator and a Brooks; reading. "When the Frost *3
featured game of the evening. Re lot near Trailer Park for the ac
Miss Anna E. Coughlin of Rockland
maze of modern devices for direc on the Punkin'." Mrs Ellingwood;
freshments were served.
commodation of aged circus folk§.
was the guest speaker and the protion finding and navigation. Ex Legend of the Happy Prince. Miss
The Youngs had another Rockland
| gram was dedicated to the memory
periments
may
be
made
with
a
Officers of Golden Rod Chapter visitor, Mrs. Ella Grimes who is
Louise Dolliver.
of Mrs. Nettie Gould, a charter mem
chemical “fog disperser." Ship
O. E. S. will meet Tuesday night at spending her first winter there and
ber of the club.
termed
a
"Flying
Laboratory."
6 30 for rehearsal.
likes better than she did in St.
The Woman's B aptist Mission
Taking off with Miss Earhart. says
Petersburg. Mrs. Grimes is a mem
Circle will meet a t the church parlors
M
O
N
DA
Y-TU
ESD
AY
the Herald Tribune, were her naviga
Frank Bridges has gone to the
ber of the Sarasota Tourist Club, and
Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock.
tor. Captain Manning, and two "hitch
Togus Veterans' Hospital for surgical
Mrs. Hattie Blanchard who was
was a prizewinner in the Saturday
hikers'" Harry Manning is a sailor,
treatment.
injured in a fall during the winter
Night Club.
n
ever
10
and a famous one, with whom flying
and who has been suffering of late
Miss Lucille Sousa of Rockport.
has been an avocation. One remem
i
as a result, was taken to Communi
W r itte n e n d D ir e c te d
Mass., is the guest of Miss Maudie
UN1ON
bers th a t it was he who. as chief
ty Hospital Thursday for an X-ray
A
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O
R
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Peterson, Granite street.
officer of the America under Captain
which showed a broken bone in the
Mr. and Mrs H. E. Mank of Waldo
CHARM
A C O L U M B IA PICTURE
Fried, commanded the lifeboat that
| shoulder.
•
boro
called
Wednesday
on
friends
Shakespeare Society meets Mon
rescued 32 seamen from the Italian
H ere are th e lo v e lie st w allpap ers
Miss Hazel Baker is confined to
day night with Mrs. Ruth Elling- here.
w e 'v e e v e r s e e n . . . t h e n e w
TODAY
*
freighter Florida, just before she
her home on Mechanic street by
Mrs.
Augusta
Mink
who
has
been
Im p eria l W ash able W allp ap er
wood. Miss Mabel Lamb will be
rolled over and sank 730 miles off the
JOE E. BRO W N
illness.
d e s ig n s ...o n d isp la y in our show 
ill with grippe and head sores is able
leader.
in
Virginia Capes. That was in January,
Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin will be hos
room. A ll are gu aran teed w ash
to be about the house part of the
Phone 891 "W H EN 'S YO UR B IR T H D A Y *”
1929. under conditions which seemed
tess
to
the
ladies
of
the
Congre
ab
le
an
d
fast
to
lir*'t.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey time although not fully recovered.
sure death to the rescuers. (“You will
gational Church Wednesday after
were hosts to the Nitsumsosum Club
Mrs. Lillian Alden visited Sunday I
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
never witness nor read of such a thing
noon at her home on Pearl street.
this week, with top scores at bridge at the home of Mrs. Eva Sayward.
Main Street
Rockland
| again," was Captain Fried's comment
Capt. Willis Rossiter leaves Mon
awarded to Mr and Mrs. Frederick
Mrs. Abbie Burgess remains ill.
at the time). Since then he has
Ask Your Paperhanger Or Dec
day for a business trip to New York
Richards and low to Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Bryant who has been in
orator For Imperial Washable
j commanded various Atlantic liners
city.
Wallpapers
North Yarmouth the past five months j
A. V. McIntyre.
' under the American flag, including
Comique Theater attrections: Sun
caring for her brother. Oliver S. Bry
I the President Roosevelt, American
day and Monday, Jane Withers in
Itooevik Club meets next Tuesday ant, returned home Thursday, his
RATES)
I Trader. American Traveler, American
“The Holy T error;” Tuesday, "Bull
J.ngle
with Mrs. Richard Britt.
brother having died March 5. The re
to Your hotel in BOSTON
1Banker, and the Manhattan, while in
dog Drummond Escapes” also Getmains will be brought here for burial
his intervals ashore he has perfected
,,
ti»’*
“I'
m* /
Rich-Nite,
$160
given
away;
Wed
The Masonic Masquerade at the in the spring.
AIL ROOM ! W ITH B ATS
himself as an air pilot with a private
5 0 0 R oo»a3
nesday and Thursday, “Lloyds of
Temple Thursday night was one of the
r«t«B
Services for Warren Layr were held
Addph Zwfcor pr*l»AH
IQl/'Wt wtTM —
plane which he keeps at Roasevelt
London."
jolliest of the assembly season, about from his late home Friday. Rev. T.
Field, L. I.
Mrs.
Fred
Hansen
has
returned
R A D IO
80 couples attending. The costumes C. Chapman officiated. The bearers
Paul Mantz, who has been Miss
from Knox Hospital where she re
5ER VID O R
were both unique and beautiful and were Charles Heath, Ralph Sayward.
Earhart's technical adviser for years,
ceived treatment.
TUB ’-.SHOWER
the selection of the prize winners Lennie Burns, George Oliver. En
has been a stunt flyer for the
The Philathea Class met at the
proved a hard task for the committee. tombment in Union.
“movies." an aviation instructor and
Baptist church parlors Friday and
After much deliberation blue and red
American Legion Auxiliary held a
a test pilot, but more recently he has
partook of a covered dish supper.
ribbons were awarded the following: social and supper Saturday to chris
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
« NORTH S T A T IO N
1operated a sky-taxi service from Bur
• • • •
Mrs. Irving Tuttle, old fashioned ten their new piano. Mrs. Lillian
*< S T E P T R A I N *
ROOM
A P®romcv"t
w.»b
bank. Calif., w'hose errands, often of
Mrs.
Carrie
Howe
dress for ladies, Harold Robinson of Alden had charge of the supper, after
Ron*. Kom - Martha Hunt
an emergency nature, have taken him
The funeral of Mrs. Carrie Howe.
Camden, old fashioned for men; Mrs. which card games were enjoyed ano 1
Lynan Ovtraaa-lorry Crabbt
on flights in all directions, some 0!
80, will be held today at 2 o'clock
J. Russell Davis, Spanish costume a pleasant evening passed by the |
them across the continent, and one
from the residence on Free street,
and Mr. Shaw of Camden, Chinese large company present.
(TODAY
to Panama. He knows his airplane
Rev. Horace I. Holt officiating.
costume (representing same country)
Friends of Eugene Calderwood are
BUCK JONES
as an Arab knows his horse; he is
Burial will be in Mountain cemetery.
L. B. Cook and Mrs. Bessie Robinson hoping to see him soon able to resume
in
used to every condition of flight and
Mrs. Howe was a member of the
“BOSS RIDER OF GUN ( REEK"
of Camden, balloon dance; Mrs. his place at church, church school
.....— .....
to uncharted ways.
Congregational
Church,
Maiden
George Sleeper and Mrs. Sidney and the lOdd Fellows lodge where he
Fred Noonan is a veteran air navi- I
j Cliff Rebekah Lodge and a charter
Messer, most original; and Edward is needed and sadly missed since his
gator who pioneered the Pacific ior
i member of the Elm Street Reading
Prescott of iCamden. shabbiest cos illness.
• Perfect fo r kitchens,bathroom s,
Pan-American and has 18 passages to j
!Club. She was a descendant of
• • • •
tume. Vinal's Orchestra furnished
stairw ays, nurseries, recre a tio n
Manila to his credit. He and Mantz
] James Richards, one of the first
Church Notes
music and refreshments were served.
ro o m s , w o o d w o r k , r a d ia to r s .
TEL,
40*
are the hitch hikers. Mantz will spell
At the Methodist Church, the pas
settlers in Camden and was born
W h is k a w a y f in g e r s m u d g e s ,
Acting as judges were Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Earhart as pilot of the Flying '
and always lived in the house where
d ir t, g re a s e s p o ts e a s ily a n d
TELEPHONE 770
John Pomeroy, Mr. and Mrs. Homer tor. Rev. T. C. Chapman, announces
Laboratory to Honolulu, where, after ■
her death occurred. Her parents were
as
tonics
for
Palm
Sunday,
"The
Stead
q
u
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k
ly
w
ith
soap
a
n
d
w
a
te
r.
E. Rcbinon and Mrs. Mabel Thorn
a complete inspection of the plane to
fast Purpose” at 10.30 a. m., and “The
j George Washington and Ann (Howe)
S W S em i-Lustre comes in 12
dike.
correct its slightest fault in perform
b e a u t if u l tin ts .
Richards.
Better Strength" at 7 p. m.
ance. he was to take leave of the ex
See them to d ay.
The Fourth Quarterly Conference
She is survived by her husband,
FOR
pedition. Noonan will be relief for
meets at the church Tuesday a t 7.30.
1Willard C. Howe.
QUART
Captain Manning as far as Howland
Reports will be given by churcn
NO MORE HA RD
Island.
TH IS WEEK ONLY
The kitchen is the most dangerous
officers and presidents of church socie
W
O R K M O N D A Y S room
A f e w d ro p s u p each
in the house, according to sta 
ties, and elections held for the next j
oxks y o u r . e t c *
n o s tr il re d u c e s
Conference year.
tistics compiled by the National
sd * ^ ™
^ * *
s w o lle n m em b ra n e s ,
ADVERTISEMENTS
Safety Conference. But you're not
The church will be open Good Fri
c le a r s a w a y c lo g 
CLEANSES THOROUGHLY
even safe in your bedroom Twelve
day
from
noon
until
3
o'clock.
All
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 14 |< x te
g in g m u c u s , b rin g s
percent of fatal fires in homes occur
are invited to attend for prayer and
w e lc o m e relief.
in bedrooms. Thirty-nine thousand
meditation. A worship service will be
persons died in the United States as
held at 2 o'clock and Holy Communion
P A IN T HEADQUARTERS ■ YOUR CONVENIENCE
30c d o u b le q u a n t i t y SOc
a result of home accidents in 1936.
at 2.30. The striking of the bell at
32&34
Mrs. John Whalen has returned
from a visit in Boston.

O ur T hird

ANNIVERSA RY SALE

W e a r C lea n C lo th es

SU IT S, C O A T S $
a n d D R E SSE S
L A M B ’S

Cleaners

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E

NO TRAFFIC OR T A X I/

MURDER
GOES TO
COLLEGE

SEMILUSTRE

The amazingly
washable Wall Finish

T4

* 1 .0 0

STU FFY HEAD

OTE’J

W . H . GLOVER CO.

Vicks Va-tronoi

MAGIC
WATER
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LIGHTHOUSE PLANS

THE SAUNTERER

EALM OF

A. B. Crocker

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

T o Speak at U n iv e rs ity

Radio fo g Signal At Manana
and Electrifying of Two
Bush Light Station

For the past few months I have
M
u
been reading 'Cruises and Voyages
Lighthouse officials
announced
Around the World" made in every
What our lightkcepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Thursday plans for installing a ra 
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
kind of craft, from the sloop, Spray,
dio fog signal on Manana Island,
G la J y t S i. C la ir H t i t tad
The
day's news from many lonely outposts along
to the 4.000 ton ship, and it seems to
near Monhegan. and electrifying the |
Maine's waterfront.
me th a t I could sail out of Boston
j Two Bush Light Station on Two
Many favorable expressions are be- The famous Westminster Choir, di- harbor in a dory, start across to the
j Bush Lsland at the mouth of Penobii,g heard regarding the Rockland rected by Dr. John Finley William- West Coast of Africa, strike the Clean, green, windy billows, notching in the early morning hours Tuesday |scot Bay. Work will be started this
bc.’.ool Band which comprises boys son in the chapel of the Westminster Northeast trades, then round Cape Gray clouds tattered into rags, sea 8 deluge of rain, then Of course, not I spring and completed by fall, they
winds blowing high.
and girls from the High School and Choir School in Princeton, N. J„ Hom. I might have a little trouble And the ships under topsails, beating | to be outdone, the sea started to ! said.
kick up and we settled down in a fog
thrashing by.
inaugurates
a
notable
series
of
Bach
g.ndes. One of their recent public
1 The building of the radio station at
between 50 degrees South in the And the mewing of the herring gulls.
mull with everything in the line of
cpp'arances which brougnt forth concerts. Dr. Williamson will conduct
—John Maselleld
: Manana, the little island just west of
weather accounted for—snow, hail,
many compliments was at
P*'-.! the choir and discuss the music. Carl Atlantic and 50 degrees South in the
Monhegan. will bridge the gap be
wind, rain, high seas, and fog. every
Fair. In expression, shadin'-', attacx Weinrich. F.A.G.O.. one of the Pacific, and then continue my
W hite Head
tween the Mount Desert station and
thing on deck excepting sunshine
and general effect the young musi- world's foremost Bach organists, will journey.
Mr and Mrs Lawrence Norton and Not a bright spot for all day Tues the Portland Lightship and bring the
clans gave the impression r ’ a much be heard throughout the series, prenumber of Maine radio fog signal
Reading those books has been a two children spent Sunday afternoon
day and our blanket of snow gone
older, more experienced grou,i It sented each Thursday during this real education for me, as I never
stations to four. The other station
with Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Alley.
with the rain.
has been gratifying that G»ogf Law time during March and April. The have nor ever expect to make a
is at the eastern limit of the First
Alton Brown has returned from a
• • *•
could take up as director th? work first program, will include: "Jesus, "Cruise Around the World" in any
District. West Quoddy Head.
Squirrel Point
so splendidly done previously by Joy and Treasure.' motet for Double kind of a craft. Each writer sees 48-hour liberty which he passed
At Two Bush the kerosene burning
Herbert Kirkpatrick. I am confident Chorus, unaccompanied, and "Jesu something different and gives an in with his family in Rockland.
Once again we write our little bit equipment will be removed and the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Carter were of news for the lighthouse column.
could Mr. Kirkpatrick know he would Meine Freude," chorale prelude for sight into the countries and cities
new light of increased candlepower
overnight
guests of Mr Carter s Mrs. Smith entertained Sunday as
rejoice that his “boys and girls" have organ.
visited, with their views of the people
put in place. Power, both for the
father in Port Clyde while on recent dinner guests Keeper and Mrs. light and the radio station will be
fallen into such capable hands, and
And speaking again of the “Seven customs et cetera
liberty.
into the care of a man who enjoys Last Words of Christ" to be given
Powers of Perkins Island and Mrs. supplied by generators driven by oil
Charles Darwin, 100 years ago.
and understands young people as he on, Holy Thursday, midnight to 1 made a five-year voyage in the
F W. Alley had as guests Sun- Lawrence and granddaughter of engines.
did. Under this new leadership con- a. m.. this work will be presented by Beagle. His description of South day afternoon Calvin Beal. Calvin Deering.
stant progress is being made, and it a large chorus and the Columbia America of that time and th a t of Beal Jr.. Robert Powell and Peter
Keeper and Mrs. Smith were in a gold wrist watch ftom her parents.
is no wild prediction to say the Band Symphony Orchestra directed by Mrs. Frances P Keyes. 100 years Egan who took a bountiful supply Brunswick last Saturday to see their
Tender Hibiscus called for George
will again win high honors if it en- Howard Barlow. This work was orig- later, are two great contrasting of clams back to Rockland and Ports- daughter and children,
Brown's furniture recently and carters the Maine School Music Festival inally written by Haydn for a small stories. Lady Anne Brassey in her mouth. N H.
The ferry boat Aquidneck returned | rjed it to Lubec.
this year.
orchestra and clerical narrator, and book. "Around the World in the
Mr Sampson, assistant su.perin- to Bath Iron Works Corp, for repairs i March has been our coldest month
The personnel of the band follows: later augmented to choral and sym- Yacht Sunbeam (1876)" tells inter- tendent. inspected this station Marc.", after the recent fire aboard her while so far this winter the island has been
Comet: Eleanor Harper, James phonic proportions by the composer estjng u ,es of the countries visited 4, and the annual supplies were m South Portland railway. She without snow.
Hayes, Virginia White. Richard
Friday, March 26. 2:15 to 2:45 p. m. Gn th a t trip
landed.
was damaged badly.
1 Congratulations to Keeper ano Mrs
Spear. Carleton Wooster. Robert St. Gregory s Church Choir of BrookFrank T. Bullen in his stories of
The storm warning tower has been
Leland has returned to the station Muise on the birth of adaughter.
Stevens. Clarinet: Charles Libby, lyn. directed by Walter J. Donovan, voyages on whaling ships gives us treated to a new pulley and halyards after spending several days with his
. . . .
Margaret McMillan. Miriam Dor- ’ in an Easter broadcast. The choir another point of view of the world,
and other repairs were made. The sister Mrs. Elliot Brown.
tmtlc River
man. Margaret Graves. Virginia includes 20 men and 30 boys and will and so on down the list. I have just
work was done by Vincent Alley.
We had a very bad storm recently
Neil p„rceU Florence and Emily
H u f f m a n
£ . M ERCKER
Rackliff. Saxophone: Edwin Jones, feature an a cappella rendition of finished "The Cruise of the Zaca" by
Edwin Faulkingham is on liberty and the following day the old bell Oorbett attended the Grange meet.
Priscilla Staples, Barbara Griffin. Gounod's "Seven Last Words of Templeton Crocker. (Oood name,
He intended to look for a rent in did heavy duty because of so much ing ,ast
night A happy
Bass: Russell Nash. Robert McCaslin. Christ.'
good story). Here is a description of Rockland but weather conditions are fog and snow. We hope it passes for
time was passed.
Typical of the 160 speakers on the slty who speaks on potato marketing.
On the same day from 4 to 4:30 the yacht. Zaca. by her owner: "She unfavorable at present,
Baritone: Carl Libby Jr. Euphoni
the line gale which is not very far
Mrs Gardner Kelly, daughter of program for the 31st annual Farm Lower left. A E. Mercker of the U.
um: Kendrick Dorman Alto Horn: p m.. the Broad Street Presbyterian was launched in California in April
j thought from the way the recent away.
Mr and Mrs William Alley is ill with and Home Week at the University S. Department of Agriculture, whose
Marian Femald. Virginia Wood. H ar Church Choir of 75 voices, together 1930. and was built on the lines of stOrm started that we would surelv
We wonder if Ada and Justin were
ley Simmons. Trombone: Edward with a string orchestra, will present the racing fishing schooner. Blue have t0 get out the snow shovels as washed off the rocks? We have not scarlet fever All others are making of Maine. March 29 to April 1, are topic is the national potato situation;
lower right. C. F. Huffman of Michi
good recovery.
Hayes. Jack Wood. Albert Munro. the famous Bach Easter cantata. Nose, and heavily built for world
started to snow hard and accumu- heard from them for so long that a
Emily Corbett and Florence Cor these out-of-state visitors, each an gan S tate College, who is to discuss
Drums: Richard Havener. William “Christ Lag in Todesbanden"
cruising.
lated rapidly but it later turned to word would be greatly appreciated bett visited Mr. and Mrs Carle’or. , authority in his field. Upper left. M research in dairy cattle nutrition.,
Saturday March 27. from noon to
Cummings. Daniel Munro.
■The craft was 118 feet over all; rain and plenty of it. So we have
Best regards to all the Coast Guard Meloon recently
! L Wilson. Undersecretary of Agricul- Center. Margaret S. Furry of the
I t is a matter of regret that Mar 12:15 p. m. will be heard the Moreau 96 feet on the water line, 23 feet not exercised the shovel this winter and
Lighthouse families
Five
persons
from
this
place
atture' sPeaker a t the banquet Thurs- U. S. Department of Agriculture, who
Seminary
Choir,
composed
of
the
garet McMillan whose work with the
beam: 14 feet depth; gross tonnage. but we had much rgther keep R
tended the Town meeting dance day tvenin8 AP™1 L upper right, demonstrates methods of dyeing rug
Band has been faithful and effici ological students of Notre Dame 84. Two-masted, gaff-rigged with
bright some other way anyhow!
Petit Manan
Monday night,
M p Rasmussen of Cornell Univer- materials with native herbs.
ent is absent at present due to an University, South Bend. Ind.. giving cruising sail area of almost 10.000
L. R Dunn, officer in charge of
Mrs.
J.
H.
Freeman
and
children
injury.
a program of Gregorian chants and square feet of canvas
Paul
Ackley
a
member
of
the
C.C.C
"
— ■—
■■
Foremast.
*’ • •
early church music of the 16th cen- 98' 6 ' deck to truck, mainmast 108' the Coast Guard Station, is on are enjoying a two weeks vacation at Camps is spending a few days with and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ward
Five churches burn in the United
Great sprays of forsythia flaunt tury or earlier. From 2:45 to 3 p.m., 5" deck to truck; foreboom. 30 feet liberty.
the station.
his parents Mr. and Mrs Frank Ack Their children-are also victims
States every day. A famous church
their golden bells in my home, and the choir of the Church of Heavenly leng; main-boom 60 feet long, all j Clifford Elwell is passing a 15-dsys'
Asst. Supt. Thomas Sampson made ley.
rr:ently destroyed by fire was St.
I am reminded of the lovely little Rest of New York, composed of 35 spars of Oregon pine. Two Diesel leave with his family in Rockland.
inspection March 6. The annual sup
Neil Corbett has returned home
Paul's Ep.sccpal in Brookfield. C onn.
• • • •
When the helm Is gone
poem by Martha E. Thompson, en- i men and boys, will present an Easter | engines 120 h p. each, two propellors
plies were landed at the same time
after being employed by Newell Bean.
which was to have celebrated its 100th
the ship will soon be
titled "Forsythia:"
The
Cuckolds
Catherine Freeman celebrated her
program of Anglican music, with Electrically operated yacht by four
Two more families of this town
anniversary this year. The fire sta rt
A chime of bells where yesterday
Congratulations
are
extended 16th birthday March 10. One of the have become ill with scarlet fever, wrecked —Danish
accompaniment of violin, harp, and generators. Frigidaire. radio, dised in the belfry of the wooden struc
Only bare branches stiffly danced
Some Midas must have passed this way tympanic. an instrumentation tradi- tilling apparatus and everything that Keeper and Mrs Joseph Muise on the most cherished gifts she received was They are: Mr and iMrs Ulric Wilcox
ture.
'Twlxt dusk and dawn, and slyly
tional with this choir. From 4 to a Crocker would naturally have on a birth of a daughter. Ann Louise.
glanced
Into the chest where April bars
4 30 p. m . the Cornell University yacht.
We are glad to learn that Keeper
Each tinted day. each misty night;
Music Department presents the Sage
«j left San Francisco June 7. 1930 Asa Smith of Squirrel Point is gainAnd coining gold from hoarded stars,
Flung It abroad in mad delight.
Chapel Choir of 95 voices, and the for Nulca Hiza. Marquesas Ids. 3.000 ing in health.
* • • •
Orchestra of 66 mj)es away. Arrived June 27. sail and Mrs Harold Seavye and children
Back in the 16th century William Cornell University
from Beethoven's power; arrived at Apia. Samoa. Patricia. James, and Pauline are
Byrd of England in his appreciation players
_ . in excerpts __
,
. . .
. .
. .
Passion O ratorio “The Mount of August 15. Visited the grave ofvisiting her parents Mr and
Mrs.
of the value of singing set down his i _„
,
. . . . . .
Olives. From 5 to 5:15 p m.. the Robert Louis Stevenson on the James Morton at CapeNewagen
observations. Here they are:
„
Brooklyn ( N. Y.) Lutheran Chorus, mountain side. We have been on
Keeper and Mrs. Foss were callers
“Reasons briefly set downe by th ’
j composed of 60 voices from 31 Brook the starb'rd tack up to this point, on ex-Keeper and Mrs. Staples re
auctor. to perswade everyone to
lyn churches, will present a pro- sc we will now come about. 'Ready cently and were pleased to see them
learne to sing:
,
. . . .
,
about' H
a rd -a —l e e ''"
looking so well.
First, it is a knowledge easely gram of religious music, a portion
. acoul
naro
a lee.
. .
.
, ,, ,
.
.
' of which will be from Stainer’s
-I am now going
------ —
to "yarn" for the
Tender Hibiscus called at this sta
taught, and quickly learned, where
"Crucifixion.”
benefit of Skipper Will of Rockland tion March 3 with supplies and Assisthere is a good Master, and an apt
and Miami, and I callate he is going ] tant Superintendent Mr. Sampson
Scollar.
These programs are certain to tc enjoy it for he knew the story made inspection,
The exercise of singing is delightmake an appeal to our choir directors teller. Mark Twain. In his book. Our deepest sympathy is extended
full to Nature, and good to preserue
church singers and school music “Following the Equator" (1897i he Royal Luther in his sorrow
the health of Man
supervisors, and it is hoped that tells this story. I quote verbatin et j Keeper and Mrs Foss were in AuIt doth strengthen all parts of the
many of them will find opportunity literatim.
!gusta last Saturday to visit their
brest. and doth open the pipes.
to "listen in."
"We are moving among the Fijis I daughter and son-in-law Mr and
I t is a singulcr good remedie for
now. 224 islands and islets in the Mrs. Hubart Hubbard. The call was
a stutting and stamering in the
group. Somewhere or other among short but enjoyable
ELECTRIC COOKING
speech.
these myriads. Samoa is concealed
Justin Fess Jr. has been visiting
I t is the best meanes to procure a
perfect pronunciation, and to make Some Expert Hints As To and not discoverable on the map. his sister in Augusta for a few days.
a good Orator.
How Your Bill May Be sti11' lf you wlsh t0 g0 there' you He is staying in Brooklin with his
j will have no trouble about finding it sister Mrs Millie Anderson this winSince singing Is so good a thing.
I wish all men would learne to sing"
Kept Down
If you follow the directions given by ter
• • • •
Homemakers
cooking
by
electricity.
Robert
Stevenson to Dr. Conan
House cleaning and painting have
Celia Gomberg, violinist, well
Doyle and to J. M. Barrie; You go to I been j„ full gwing herc thc paat
known to the Rockport summer or considering an electric range for Amerjca cross the contlnent to San
colony, appeared in a concert at the future, will be interested In re- Francisco, and then it's the second month.
Harold Seavey has been engaged in
Bates College on Monday, With her
suits of recent electric cookery wives- turn to the left'.To get the full
appeared Nicholas Slonimsky, a tigations made at the Maine and In- flavor of the joke one must take a repairing and painting a boat which i
he recently bought from George York
pianist of renown. Miss Gomberg, diana agricultural experiment sta- j glance a t the map.”
of Ellsworth.
who is 21 years old. spent the last
tions.
| At Suva, the capital of the Fiji
Mrs. Foss spent one day ashore last
seven years as protege of Mrs. Curtis
The investigators in both States group. Mark saw a sailing ship fly- week with Mrs Swansie Burnes.
Bok of Philadelphia and
studied
O n e o f the m ost v ex in g problem s, ev en a man will a d m it, is
found that the way the cook manages ing the American flag and hailing
Our fog signal has been in opera
violin at the Curtis Institute of
turning th e h ot w a ter fa u c e t and G ETTING LU K E W A R M
her electric stove and the cooking from Duluth. There's a journey—
tion for the past 30 hours for all
Music, becoming one of the prize
utensils she uses has much to do with ' Duluth is several thousands miles
W ATER!
kinds of weather, first snow, hail,
pupils. As a reward for her work.
the size of the electric bill. Two In- from the sea Health and prosperity
rain, and last of all fog. and it is
Mrs. Bok arranged for the young
diana housewives who had identical to thee. O Duluth. American Queen
It's irritating— n o b o d y w an ts to w a it fo r h o t w a ter— and
still sounding.
American artist to tour France and
ranges and cooked for families of the of the Alien Seas.
c r e a te s th a t term known to all w om en as "housew ork d is
Will sign off now with best regards
Spain Miss Gomberg's repertoire is
same size, differed as much as 46
N. C. C. 2
to each and every one along the
a wide one and includes everything to
p o sitio n !"
kilowatt hours a month in the amount
Somerville. Mass. March 18
coast.
be found in music written for her
of electricity they used.
• •• •
instrument. She was born of a musi
But th ere's no n eed o f it far an ELECTRIC w ater h e a te r assures
The Maine study showed several
cal family and so comes by her talent
Portland Head
you a con stan t su p p ly o f h o t w ater d a y or n igh t.
ways of saving electricity in cooking.
MICKIE S A Y S —
through heredity and environment.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Moreshead
One way was to turn the switch to
Miss Gomberg has been heard in
of Portland called Tuesday evening
a lower heat as soon as boiling be
local concerts, winning high favor by
if nou ooijt steep wisll uiawts,
on Mrs. Hiilt.
gins. using high wattage only to bring
WAKE UP IU-tw MOR4IUO WhW
her artistry and charm of manner.
Mrs R T Sterling entertained
the kettle to boiling. After that, low
• • • •
A PARK BROWI4 TASTE lij MERMonday
Mrs. W C. Dow Mrs J. A
mouth
auo
see
purple
spot
;
or
medium
wattage
held
the
boiling
The Columbia Broadcasting Sys
Thomas and son Deane and Mrs. F.
before the bhes, m s a
tem is presenting an impressive list temperature if the kettle was covered.
S ia u TWAT VER SUBSSRlPnoU
O Hilt.
of glee club concerts and important So a lid on every kettle, except when
HAS EYFlREO <►SEU0 us a
Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Mrs. R T.
programs of secular and religious cooking the vegetables th at require
HEAr!s REUEWAjL AiOWET AUP
W ith a sto ra g e t y p e w a te r h ea ter you g e t l c ELECTRICITY
Sterling
were present at Mrs. George
an
open
kettle,
is
a
second
way
of
TW' SYMPTOMS w ill leave
masterpieces sung by musical groups
fo
r all in excess o f 2 0 0 kilow att hours a m onth . C u sto m ers w ho
Mitchell's home in Portland Wed
from America's leading universities, saving electricity.
nesday
when
she
entertained
Good
h
a
v e full electric se r v ic e can freq u en tly sa v e en o u g h with l c
The type of kettle or saucepan that
colleges, and churches during the
Timers. Decorations were in keeping
ELECTRICITY to p a y fo r their h ea ter.
month of March, including Easter Proved most economical was the one
with St. Patrick's Day
week Another extensive group of with straight, not flaring, sides, and a
T H E VO G UE — H otpoint’s new
Guests last week of F. O. Hilt and
C o m e in and let's talk o v er your w a ter h ea tin g p ro b lem s and
glee clubs and chairs is planned flat bottom th at covered the heated
sq u are-typ e E lectric ’ ’ater H eater
family were Mr. and Mrs. j. a .
fo r only $145. M onthly paym ents
for April. A notable event du r surface but did not go far beyond,
th e low O N E CEN T w a ter h ea tin g ra te.
Thomas and son Deane of Lynn,
a s low a s $4.25. FR E E IN ST A L 
ing this period will be a special pre and that was made of heavy enough
Mass. The Thomas family accom
LA T IO N O N O UR REG U L A R
sentation of “The Seven Last Words material so th at it did not warp with
panied by Mrs. Hilt motored east
PLAN.
of Christ," by Haydn, radio premiere heat. If the stove had open heating
Sunday, making calls at North Wal
on the CBS network and broadcast at units, dull or black-bottomed alumi
doboro. Thomaston, St. George and
midnight on Holy Thursday, March num pans prevented waste of heat.
Glenmere, returning Sunday to Port
25. Remaining programs which may A shiny, polished bottom reflected
land Head. Mr. Thomas and W. R.
be of interest to those seeking the heat away from the kettle and so re
quired more electricity.
Hilt went Monday to Tenant's Har
best music in radio are:
F o r T ru e E c o n o m y
bor where they looked in on St.
Saturday (today) 12 to 12:15 p. m.
bM P A N Y
If your clothes take fire, don't run.
George Town Meeting activities.
The Iliom (N Y.) a Cappella Choir,
A real snow storm came along
cne of the outstanding student choirs This will only fan the flames. Lie
Use
E le c tr ic ity
Monday completely covering the
ol the country under the direction of down and wrap yourself in a rug,
overcoat or blanket, thus smothering
ground with a blanket of real snow
Frederick Fay Sw ift
Io be followed by hail and wind and
T h u rsd a y , M arch 25 4 to 4:30 p. in. the flames

SIC

Is “TANK PATTING”
Giving You
H o u s e w o rk D isp o sitio n ?

THEN GO ELECTRIC!

Special ONE CENT Rate
for Water Heating
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